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ABSTRACT
Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are required in almost all signal processing and communication
systems. They are often the most critical components, since they tend to determine the overall system
performance. Hence, it is important to determine their performance limitations and develop improved
realizations. One of the most challenging tasks for realizing software defined radio (SDR) is to move ND
conversion as close to the antenna as possible, this implies that the ADC has to sample the incoming
signal with a very high sample rate (over 100 MSample/s) and with a very high resolution (14 -to -16 bits).
To design and implement AID converters with such high performance, it is necessary to investigate new
designing techniques.
The focus in this work is on a particular type of potentially high-performance (high-resolution and high-
speed) analog-to-digital conversion technique, utilizing filter banks, where two or more ADCs are used in
the converter array in parallel together with asymmetric filter banks. The hybrid filter bank analog-to-
digital converter (HFB ADC) utilizes analog filters (analysis filters) to allocate a frequency band to each
ADC in a converter array and digital synthesis filters to reconstruct the digitized signal. The HFB
improves the speed and resolution of the conversion, in comparison to the standard time-interleaving
technique by attenuating the effect of gain and phase mismatches between the ADCs.
Many of the designs available in the literature are compromising between some metrics: design
complexity, order of the filter bank (computation time) and the sharpness of the frequency response roll-
off (the transition from the pass band to the stop band).
In this dissertation, five different classes of near perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR) continuous-
time hybrid filter banks (CT HFBs) are proposed. In each of the five cases, two filter banks are designed;
analysis filter bank and synthesis filter bank. Since the systems are hybrid, continuous time IlR filter are
used to implement the analysis filter bank and digital filters are used for the synthesis filter bank. To
optimize the system, we used a new technique, known in the literature as frequency response masking
(FRM), to design the synthesis filter bank. In this technique, the sharp roll-off characteristics can be
achieved while keeping the complexity of the filter within practical range, this is done by splitting the
filter into two filters in cascade; model filter with relaxed roll-off characteristics followed by a masking
filter.
One of the main factors controlling the overall complexity of the filter is the way of designing the model
filter and that of designing the masking filter.
The dissertation proposes three combinations: use of HR model filter and IlR masking filter, HR model
filter/FIR masking filter and FIR model filter/FIR masking filter. To show the advantages of our designs,
we considered the cases of designing the synthesis filter as one filter, either FIR or IlR. These two filters
are used as base for comparison with our proposed designs (the use of masking response filter).
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The results showed the following:
1. Asymmetric hybrid filter banks alone are not sufficient for filters with sharp frequency response
roll-off especially for HR/FIR class.
2. All classes that utilize FRM in their synthesis filter banks gave a good performance in general in
comparison to conventional classes, such as the reduction of the order of filters
3. HR/HR FRM gave better performance than HR/FIR FRM.
4. Comparing HR/HR FRM using FIR masking filters and HR/IIR FRM using IIR masking filters,
the latter gave better performance (the performance is generally measured in terms of reduced
filter order).
5. All classes that use the FRM approach have a very low complexity, in terms of reduced filter
order. Our target was to design a system with the following overall characteristics: pass band
ripple of -0.01 dB, stop band minimum attenuation of - 40 dB and of response roll-off of 0.002.
Our calculations showed that the order of the conventional IIR/FIR filter that achieves such
characteristics is aboutN =2000. Using the FRM technique, the order N reduced to
aboutN = 244, N = 179 for IIRJFIR and IIR/IIR classes, respectively. This shows that the
technique is very effective in reducing the filter complexity.
6. The magnitude distortion and the aliasing noise are calculated for each design proposal and
compared with the theoretical values. The comparisons show that all our proposals result in
approximately perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR).
In conclusion, our proposal of using frequency-response masking technique to design the synthesis filter
bank can, to large extent, reduce the complexity of the system. The design of the system as a whole is
simplified by designing the synthesis filter bank separately from the design of the analysis filter bank. In
this case each bank is optimized separately. This implies that for SDR applications we are proposing the
use of the continuous-time HFB ADC (CT HFB ADC) structure utilizing FRM for digital filters.
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Today's wireless telecommunications services are characterized by competing and often incompatible
standards, modes and frequencies. Software radio or simply software-defined radio (SDR) is a rapidly
emerging and evolving technology that provides an efficient and comparatively inexpensive mechanism for
the production of multimode, multiband, multifunctional wireless systems that can be enhanced using
software upgrades. One of the most challenging tasks for realizing SDR's is to move AID conversion as
close to the antenna as possible. This implies that the ADC has to sample the incoming signal with a very
high sample rate, corresponding also to a very high resolution. For future wideband communications
systems, the required sample rates are in the range of 100 to 500 MHz with a resolution range
corresponding to 12-to-14 bits, whereas for SDR the required sample rate is over 100 MSa/s with the
resolution in the range of 14-to-16 bits. Such high requirements on AID might not be feasible with current
technologies and are not expected to be feasible if current ADC techniques are used. Thus, the
requirements for higher sample rates, and high resolution in ADCs and the need for faster ADCs in modern
communication technology are ever increasing. To increase the bandwidth of the AID conversion, several
AID converters can be used in parallel. The focus in this work is on a particular type of potentially high-
performance (high-resolution and high-speed) analog-to-digital conversion technique, utilizing filter banks,
where two or more ADCs are used in the converter array in parallel together with asymmetric filter banks.
Using a filter bank for analog-to-digital (AID) or digital-to analog (D/A) conversion is an unconventional
application of the filter bank architecture that improves the speed and resolution of the conversion over the
standard time-interleaved array conversion technique [9, 10]. Applications of high-speed, high-resolution
AID and D/A conversion include direct digital receivers for wireless communications applications; radar
receivers; test equipment such as oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, network analyzers, signal and pattern
generators, modems, and medical imaging systems.
One approach that has been proposed in literature for Hybrid Filter Bank (HFB) is to design the analog
filter bank from a digital prototype. However, to only consider the magnitude response is not sufficient to
control aliasing, and hence, the use of the bilinear transformation and impulse invariance method are not
sufficient. Then, higher-order transformations were also proposed, similar to Pade approximation, which
yielded better matching. However, the main drawback of mapping a digital prototype filter bank to an
analog filter bank is that the order of the analog filters tends to become unacceptably high. For instance,
when using higher order transformations, the resulting filter order of the analog filters becomes the product
of the digital prototype and the order of the transformation. To alleviate or to reduce the complexity of the
analog filters from using higher-order transformations, the concept of asymmetric filter banks was recently
introduced in literature [10], which is also used in this work. The concept of asymmetric filter banks
showed a significant reduction in the complexity of analog filters. Its main drawback however is noticeable
when considering the condition given in [9]. Thereby stating that for HFB based ADCs, the filters should
have a sharp frequency response roll-off so that the transition regions are as narrow as possible and
maximum stopband attenuation and, hence minimum spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is achieved
across as much of the band as possible. If this condition is left out, asymmetric HFB will achieve
reasonable results. If it's embraced however, the synthesis filter bank complexity becomes too high and
sometimes unacceptably high. This implies that there is a need of good design procedures that will reduce
the complexity of synthesis filter bank, at the same time retaining low order for analysis filter bank. In this
dissertation the objective is to find good design procedures that will offer reasonable results, even in the
case of filters having a sharp frequency response roll-off. The work presented in this dissertation is only
limited to continuous-time hybrid analog/digital filter bank (CT-HFB).
1.2 Terminology and Building Blocks
1.2.1 Types of Filters
In the most general sense, a filter is a system or a device that alters in a prescribed way the input that passes
through it [1-10]. In essence, a filter converts inputs into outputs in such a fashion that certain desirable
features of the inputs are preserved or retained in the outputs while undesirable features are suppressed.
There are many types of filters, though only a few will be addressed here, i.e. electrical filters, and on the
small scale, filters are basic electronic components in many communication systems. An electrical filter is
designed to separate and pass a wanted signal from a mixture of wanted and unwanted signals.
Electrical filters may be categorized in a number of ways, i.e. analog filters and/or digital filters. Analog
filters are utilized to process continuous-time signals, whereas digital filters are used to process digital
signals (discrete-time signals). In more abstract tenns, a filter is a system characterized by a set of input-
output pairs as illustrated in Fig. I-I, where
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fIlter characterized by an
impulse response
het) yet)
Figure 1.1: A filter is a system with a set of prescribed input-output properties [I]
where het) is the impulse response of the filter, in addition to this, it is assumed that the single-input
single-output (SISO) analog filter under consideration is casual, linear, lumped, and time-invariant. The
Laplace transform of (1.1) gives
Yes) =H(s)X(s) (1.2)
where Yes) , H(s) and X(s) are the Laplace transforms of yet) , het) and x(t), respectively. This
implies that the filter is characterized by H(s), the transfer function. In this work, we only consider
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Figure 1.2: Types of some offrequency-selective filters
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We can then define the frequency selective filters shown in Fig. 1.2 as follows:
.:. Low-pass filter (LP): A filter whose passband is from zero to some frequency ())p and whose
stopband extends from some frequency ())s to infinity, where ())p < ())s
.:. High-pass filter (HP): A filter whose passband is from some frequency ())p to infinity and whose
stopband is from zero to ())s, where ())s < ())P
.:. Band-pass filter (BP): A filter whose passbands is from some frequency ())p! to some other
frequency ())p2 and whose stopbands are from zero to ())s! and from ())s2 to infinity, where
())s! < ())p! < ())p2 < ())s2
.:. All-pass filter (AP): A filter whose magnitude is one for all frequencies, for instance whose
passband is from zero to infinity. This type of filter is utilized mainly for phase compensation and
phase shifting purposes.
Fourier transform of the impulse responses are known as frequency responses and will be frequently
utilized to describe and analyze the frequency behavior of the filters in subsequent chapters. The Laplace
transform of h(t), as well as the z-transform of h(n), are called transfer functions. The transfer function




and the transfer function of a discrete-time filter H(z) can be written as
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Filter bank is defined as a system of several filters with a common input or a common output. In other
words, it is a set of several frequency-selective filters in parallel that partitions the frequency range of the
input signal spectrum into number of adjacent frequency bands. The partitioning can be done uniformly or
in octaves [2, 5-10]. The partitioning of the available frequency band can, in many cases, be very useful,
i.e. HFB ADC, where a reduced signal bandwidth allows for a reduced sampling rate and where some
errors, which occur during quantization and sampling are attenuated by filters. Filter banks are mainly used
whenever a signal needs to be split up into different frequency bands. An asymmetric filter bank is a filter
bank where the analysis or the synthesis filter bank has lower arithmetic complexity compared to the other
[10]. This is the result of optimizing each side separately. An example of an asymmetric filter bank
application is a base station and a mobile unit, where it is important to minimize the complexity in the
mobile unit as much as possible. Present design methods are not suitable for this kind of applications, since
they only consider the total complexity. Traditionally, filter banks have been designed such that the
analysis and synthesis filters have about same complexity. If the object function is to minimize complexity
in either the analysis filter bank or the synthesis filter bank, new filter bank classes are needed. These new
filter bank classes are designed differently [11]. Since filter banks that are designed in a traditional manner
are not suitable for mobile unit. This implies that even for software-defined radio applications the present
design is not suitable. Asymmetric filter banks therefore become a possible solution because asymmetric
filter bank offers a low arithmetic complexity, which is very important when designing a mobile unit and
other communication systems.
The filter banks considered in this work is a uniform filter bank, which consists of an analysis filter bank
and synthesis filter bank. Uniform filter banks consist of low-pass, band-pass and high-pass filters
partitioning signal spectra into directly adjacent bands of equal width, and later recombining these
frequency bands again. All filters have the same bandwidth, and the centre frequencies are uniformly
spaced in frequency. The configuration illustrated in Fig. 1.3 shows an M - channel analog filter bank.
Analysis filter bank decomposes the spectrum of the input signal into a set of adjacent subspectra. Each has
a bandwidth of 7r / M , where M is the number of channels. Fig 1-3 basically partitions the input signal
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Figure 1.3: M - channel analog analysis filter bank
Filter bank can also be used to combine the signal into a single signal, which can be easily illustrated as in
Fig. IA(a), but in order to recombine the signal; it has to be filtered by the same equivalent filter as in
analysis filter bank, i.e. the signal or subband signal from lowpass filter, will be also filter by a lowpass





Figure 1.4 (a): M - channel digital synthesis filter bank
Halfband filters play a dominant role in the design of filter banks. In this work, halfband filters are
employed in the synthesis filter bank. Two types of halfband filters are used, finite-length impulse response
(FIR) filters and infinite-length impulse response (HR) filters [5]. Halfband filters are filters that divide the
frequency range of a discrete-time system into two equal parts. FIR filters are most often employed as half-
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band filters due to their linear phase response. If the phase response however is not an important
requirement HR half-band filters are used. This is due to the fact that halfband HR can have fewer
multipliers than FIR filter for the same sharp cut-off specifications. Elliptic HR filters are rated as the most
efficient. However, they have non-linear phase response. To overcome phase non-linearity, one can either
utilize optimization to design HR filter with approximately linear phase response or apply the double
filtering technique with Powell and Chau modification for real-time processing (Powell and Chau, 199 I
and Lutovac et ai, 2000), details in [12].





which implies that hen) = 0 for all even n, except for n = O. In the non-ideal cases the passband and
stopband edges are not equal, i.e. O)s = 0)" but 0) = 1{ /2 must belong to the transition band, and the
corresponding value of the magnitude response for this value is 0.5. Halfband filters generally have
considerably lower complexity compared to other filters. This is due to the fact that every second filter co-
efficients are set to zero.
-n12 n/2 wT
Figure 1.4(b): Magnitude response of an ideal Halfband filter
Other important operations include sampling, decimation and interpolation, which form the basic concepts
behind the changing of the sampling rate, these operations are discussed in subsequent subsections.
1.2.3 Sampling and Sampling Rate Conversion
The term sampling was initially employed when continuous signals were converted into discrete-time
signals. Systems that utilize multiple sampling rates in the processing of digital signals are called multirate
7
digital signal processing systems. Sampling rate conversion is one of the main operations in a multirate
system [5, 12].
1.2.3.1 Sampling
Basic to digital filtering are problems associated with the sampling of continuous signals to form digital
signals and the construction of continuous signals from their digital counterparts. In this subsection, we
deal with these problems using the Fourier representation, in particular to show how sampling operation is




Figure 1.5: An illustration of uniform sampling







X(/ (jcu) is known as the Fourier transform of x(/ (t), let x(n) be the sequence defined as follows
x(n) = x a (nT)
(1.6)
(1.7)
where T is the sampling period, and Is ~ 1/ T is called the sampling frequency. The Fourier transform of
the sequence x(n) is given as
co




X(eiB ) is a periodic function of () with period of 2n. Equation (1.8) represents the Fourier series
expansion of X(eiB ) with Fourier co-efficients beingx(n). It is possible to relate XIl(jw) and X(eiB ) by
substituting (1.5) into (1.7) and also with t = nT , therefore we obtain
00
x(n) = xa(nT) =_1_ fXa(Jm)eJwnT dm
2:rr
-00
1 ~ !(2P+I)n]IT . T






let jw = jw' + j-- and note that
T
eJCtJnT = eJ[w'+(2npiT)]nT
equation (1.9) can be written as
1 ~ IJrIT ( 2:rrP }. ,x(n) = - LJ X a jm' + j-- JwnT dm'2:rr niT T
p=-oo





where the dummy variable w' is replaced with another dummy integration variable w. Witlianother·
change of variable () = wT , we can write (1.11) as
1 IJr 1 ~ (B 2JrP) .x(n) = - - LJ X a j-+ j-- eJnBdB2:rr n T T T
p=-oo
By comparing (1.9) and (1.12), we obtain
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(1.12)
X(eJruT ) =~ f Xn (icv +i2;P)
p=-oo
(1.13)
equation (1.13) means that the frequency characteristic of the sampled sequence x(n) is a scaled sum of an
infinite number of frequency-shifted replicas of the frequency characteristic of the corresponding
continuous-time signal XII (t) . Equations (1.13) will be used in the subsequent chapter.
1.2. 3.2 Decimation
The reduction of a sampling rate is known as decimation, this operation consists of filtering and
downsampling. Only down sampling will be considered in this work. Fig. 1.6 shows decimation process.
-- -- - - -- - - - -- ---- ----- - -- -- -- --- -- -- ---_.,, ,
"Cn) : .1 hrn) IxCn) I~ M I . y(m)
Filtering Downsampling
(a) Decimation
_x(_n)__r--+l.1 ~ M ]_TD y(m)=x(mM)
(b) Downsampling
Figure 1.6: An illustration of the Decimation operation
where TD = MT . Downsampling reduces the input sampling rate by an integer factor M , known as the
downsampling factor. The output signal yen) is called a downsampled signal and is found by taking only
every M -th sample of the input signal and discarding all others, hence y(m) = x(nM). The details of
down sampling is given in [1-6, 12]. Downsampling operation is not an invertible operation, since it
requires setting some of the samples to zero. In other words, x(n) cannot be recovered from y(m) exactly.









The downsampling is a linear and time-varying operation; the proof is given in [12].
1.2.3.3 Interpolation
(1.14)
The process of increasing the sampling rate is called interpolation and it also consists of upsampling and
filtering. Fig. 1.7 shows an interpolation procedure. Again, only the upsampling operation will be discussed
here. Upsampling increases the sampling rate by an integer factor M, by inserting M -I equally spaced
zeros between each pair of samples,
{
X(nl M), for n =mM
yen) = o otherwise
where M is an interpolation factor.







_'! t M 1"""'_T__y_(m)=x(mM)
(b) Upsampling
Figure 1.7: An illustration of the upsampling operation
The process of upsampling does not change the content of the input signal, and it only introduces the
scaling of the time axis by a factor M . In frequency domain, the frequency scale is multiplied by M . The
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operation of upsampling, unlike downsampling, 1S invertible. The Fourier transform of (1.15) can be
written as:
ro ro
Y( jWT) ~ () -jwTn ~ ( /M) -jwnTMIMe = L..,.yne = L..,.xn e
n=-oo 11=-00
ro
= I x(n / M)e- j(wTM)(nl M) =X(ejW™)
n=-oo
(1.16)
hence, Y(e jroT ) = X (ej(uTj, ) = X (ej(uMT) . Upsampling operation is linear and time-varying, see details in
[12].
1.3 Analog-to-Digital Conversion
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is a physical device that converts a voltage or current amplitude at its
input into a binary code, representing a quantized amplitude value closest to the input. Analog-to-digital
conversion consists of two processes or stages, (1) sampling and (2) quantization as shown in Fig 1.8. Fig.
1.9 depicts an analog-to-digital conversion of a signal, where sampled signal x(n) is found by sampling an
analog signal x" (t) equidistantly at t = nT followed by quantization.
X_"_(t)_~~ x(n) _I Q
t=nT .
x(n)














Figure 1.9: (a) Sampling of an analog signal x" (t) . (b) Unifonn quantization of the sampled signal x(n)
1.4 Introduction to Software Radio
A software radio is a wireless communications device that uses software, instead of hardware, to perfonn
all of its signal processing and implement radio applications. By simply downloading a new program, a
software radio is able to interoperate with different wireless protocols, incorporate new services and
upgrade to new standards. In other words, SDR can be taken or defined as future proof radio that can be
configured by software to operate in several radio systems simultaneously. A single communications
device can operate within many different wireless systems by simply running different software. For
example, a device can be reprogrammed to be an analog cellular phone, a digital personal communications
system (peS) phone, a cordless home phone or even a garage door opener, baby monitor or TV. In addition
to incorporating multiple communication devices into one, a software radio can be easily upgraded to
enable new standards and services, which is crucial in today's uncertain market. New waveforms can be
implemented by software download without hardware changes. All functions of the radio are defined by
software. Fig.I.IO illustrates the model of software defined radio. Fig. 1.1 0 however, is not an ideal
software radio, since it includes intermediate frequency (IF) stage. Fig. 1.11 shows the evolution from

































Today Future Future Future lime
Figure 1.11: Possible model for evolution over time [16]
There are many problems in the realization of the SDR systems. Much higher demands are placed on
implementation of handheld tenninals than on the base stations. This is because the handheld tenninals
architecture requires low power dissipation, complexity, weight and small dimensions. It is very difficult to
produce RF stage and antenna which are frequency independent. There is an antenna array solution for
SDR base stations, but for handheld terminals other solutions are required. One of the weakest links in SDR
architectures are ADCs, and our focus in this dissertation, is to propose and simulate an AID conversion
technique that will at least meet the minimum SDR requirements. The ADC is the most difficult component
to select and is also the component that places the most constraints on the system design. Its limitation is
likely to be the one to drive the overall architecture design. A trade-off must thus be made between the real
limitations such as sampling rate, dynamic range, ADC resolution and lastly power consumption. Nonnally
an ADC must sample a real signal under Shannon sampling theorem [13], in other words, sampling at a rate
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that is at least twice the bandwidth of the signal, and in the case of multimode receivers, the highest
bandwidth signal dictates the sampling rate. Another important issue to consider is that different signaling
standards require different amount of dynamic range. The dynamic range is usually set by the amount of
adjacent channel interference the system may encounter. Since proper selection of data converter is the
most challenging steps in designing the software radio, the data converter will definitely be the determining
factor for the performance of the overall radio design. It will also impact on the radio's power consumption,
dynamic range, bandwidth and total cost. Many authors use the proximity of the data conversion process to
the antenna as a way of judging how close a radio comes to being an ideal software radio [13-15]. This
proximity will give an indication of the degree of the programmability that a radio can accommodate,
because the closer the ADC is to the antenna, the higher the degree of programmability a radio can offer. In
an ideal software radio, data conversion process occurs immediately after the antenna in the receiver chain.
This implies that the ADC samples the RF signal and then completes the downconversion process entirely
in the digital domain, thus alleviating the need for troublesome analog components. Data conversion at RF,
places some rather extreme device constraints on the data converter; this implies that the data converter in
general would need the following:
• a very high sampling rate to support wide signal bandwidths,
• a high number of effective quantization bits to support a high dynamic range,
• an operating bandwidth of several GHz to allow the conversion of a signal over a greatly varying
(and theoretically arbitrary) range of frequencies,
• a large spurious-free dynamic range to allow for the recovery of small-scale signals in the
presence of strong interferers while producing very little distortion,
• an ability to meet these above mentioned criteria without consuming an excessive amount of
power and at a reasonable price.
These above mentioned demands exceed the capabilities of currently available technology. That is the
reason why there is a need of RF conversion receivers that use analog preselection before the ADC (see
Fig. 1.10). Moreover, that is the reason why receivers that perform data conversion at IF are far more
prevalent due to fabrication and performance limitations of data converters. Because of the limitations of
fabrication technology, priorities must be set and trade-offs must be made between the following
parameters, bandwidth, dynamic range, power consumption and cost to find an acceptable design solution
for both the data converter, and the entire radio system.
In the basic implementation of SDR, analog to digital conversion is required in the early stages of the
receiver chain (as mentioned before). This means that the ADC has to sample signal on RF or IF, which
requires high sampling rates (over 100 Msamples/S). High dynamic range of received signals orders high
number of resolution bits. Today's technology offers converters with sampling rates of 1 Gsamples/s and
resolution of 6-to-8-bits. With the resolution increasement, the sampling rate is decreasing exponentially.
For lO-bits resolution commercially available sampling rate is 100 Msamples/s, and for 16-bits 150
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Ksamples/s [17]. Therefore, high-speed, high-resolution AID converters are required in future wideband
communications systems, including software radios. The required sample rates for SDR is over 100
Msamples/S with a dynamic range corresponding to 14-to-16-bits. Furthermore, for mobile terminals the
power consumption is a critical issue. Such high performance AID converters might not be feasible with
current technologies and are not expected to be feasible if current AID converter techniques are used. New,
innovative solutions are therefore required. For SDR a high-performance analog-to-digital conversion
technique is needed. One of the schemes that could be used is a hybrid filter bank (HFB) based analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) where two or more ADCs are operated in parallel. This technique gives rise to two
classes, discrete-time hybrid filter banks ADC (DT HFB ADC), and CT HFB ADC. The latter class is the
one that is proposed for SDR application in this work. Since, CT-HFB ADC is potentially more suitable for
high-speed analog-to-digital conversion, we are recommending using it to meet minimum requirement for
SDR application. This is due to the fact that analog filters are more suitable for high bandwidth signals than
discrete-time filters [6] and this scheme is using the filter banks as a means of attaining high-resolution
while at the same time having high-speed. This scheme is known in literature as hybrid filter bank
analog/digital converter (HFB ADC) [9, 10, 19]. The preliminary work of HFB ADC is done in [9].
Generally, however, every technique, has its pros and cons. The problem with this technique is coming up
with an efficient transformation for the analog analysis filter banks.
If one tries to design the HFB analytically, one needs to use some transformation(s), to convert from the
continuous domain (the domain of the analysis filter bank) to digital domain (the domain of the synthesis
filter bank), for instance Z to S domain. The problem with this technique(s), is that the transformation of
order one is a bilinear transformation, which, in general, does preserve the magnitude response, but fail
dismally to preserve the phase response. Since a good HFB requires a well matched frequency response,
the bilinear transformation will not do the work. That is the reason why the author of [10] proposes the use
of higher order transformations, by which the analog filters can be designed from digital prototypes. The
problem with this is that the analog filter order becomes unacceptably high and the resulting distortion' and
aliasing2 are not satisfactory. These two problems are handled in [10]. One possible solution to deal with
these difficulties is by using asymmetric filter banks as a way to attenuate the aliasing, resulting from
mismatch errors (details in [9-11, 18-24]). It remains however, a challenge to every researcher in this field
to come up with efficient design procedures for hybrid analog/digital filter. In [10] it is stated that at the
moment no efficient design procedures for hybrid analog/digital filter banks with more than two channels
exist. One of the reasons is that the design problem is quite difficult from an optimization point of view, so
good initial solutions are necessary for successful design. This is the main objective of a design procedure,
for instance to yield high-quality initial solutions to further optimization [9]
1 The distortion function describes how the unshifted version of the input signal is distorted as it propagates
through the system.
2.0n the other hand, aliasing function determines how much of the undesired, aliased versions of the input
SIgnal frequency response will appear in the output frequency response.
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1. 5 Review of AID Conversion Techniques
The microelectronic (r)evolution that took place over the last four decades has affected many domains of
our daily life. It has absolutely left its footprints in the field of analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). Data
converters like ADCs form the interface between the analog world and the digital world and hence have to
cope with many adverse effects and limitations of the real world, such as component noise, clock jitter,
non-linear device characteristics, etc. This implies that no matter how complicated a system one devices,
the performance of ADCs will always be limited by a physical deficiency of an element or device, which is
assessed in terms of resolution and conversion rate [12,13]. To date, there are several existing analog-to-
digital conversion techniques, which can be categorized as flash converters (parallel structures), subranging
and successive converters (iterative structures), oversampling sigma-delta converters, time-interleaving and
the recent one which belongs to parallel ADC with filter banks known as hybrid quadrature mirror filter
bank(HQMF ADC) as well as hybrid filter bank (HFB ADC, the most recent one) .
1.5.1 Parallel Structures (Flash ADC)
A flash ADC is made up of two basic components, comparators and encoder. Flash ADC is the fastest
architecture available. Block diagram of this structure is shown in Fig. 1.12. The analog input signal
produced by sample and hold circuit is applied simultaneously across the entire bank of comparators. Fast
8-bit flash ADCs exist with sampling rates as high as 1.5GS/s, but it is much harder to find a 10-bit flash,
because the number of comparators goes up by a factor of 2 for every extra bit of resolution, at the same
time the comparator has to be twice as accurate [12,13, 25-27].
The key objective of a comparator is to make a decision whether or not an input voltage is larger than a
reference voltage. The comparator output is logic 1 or 0, depending upon the result of the comparison. In
order for a comparator output to be logic I or 0, the input must be sufficiently large to push it to one
direction or the other, towards a decision. The fact is there will be always a non-zero probability where the
input will be such that a comparator is unable to make a decision. When this happens, a metastable output
has occurred. This metastable occurs when a digital output of a comparator is ambiguous (neither a one nor
a zero), therefore defining output as metastable. This problem can be reduced by allowing more time for
regeneration. Gray-code encoding can also greatly improve this problem. Gray-code encoding allows only
one bit in the output to change at a time. The comparator outputs are first converted to gray-code encoding
and then later decoded to binary if desired. This problem which results in a metastable output is known as
metastability (here another problem occurs when a metastable output drives two distinct circuits. It is
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possible for one circuit to declare the input a "1" while the other circuit thinks it's a "0". This can create
major errors. To avoid this, only one circuit should sense a potentially metastable output). Since the
decoder only takes 1 or 0, in the case of metastable condition, the result can be catastrophic. Because the
decoder may decide that the input is closest to a reference that is far from the correct one. Consider the case
where an input is near the bottom-most reference voltage and a metastable condition occurs in the
comparator associated with that reference. The metastable output level from this comparator into a decoder
may result in the decoder decision that the input is nearest the top-most reference. Such output codes that
are far away and seemingly unrelated to the actual output code, are called sparkle codes. Normally, the
comparator outputs will be a thermometer code, such as 00011111. Errors may cause an output like
00010111 (i.e., there is a spurious zero in the result). This out of sequence "0" is called a.sparkle. This may
be caused by imperfect input settling or comparator timing mismatch. The magnitude of the error can be
quite large. Modem converters employ an input track-and-hold in front of the ADC along with an encoding
technique that suppresses sparkle codes.
Flash ADCs are very prone to sporadic and erratic outputs which have two major sources. The first one is
the metastability and the second, thermometer-code bubbles. Mismatched comparator delays can turn a
logical I into 0 or vice versa, causing the appearance of bubbles in an otherwise normal thermometer code
(thermometer code is the code coming out of the comparators as shown in Fig. 1.12). The encoder unit
cannot detect this error; it will just generate an out-of-sequence code (output spark). These problems
however, can be greatly reduced or avoided. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a
large number of comparators that are carefully matched and properly biased to ensure that the results are
linear. Since the number of comparators needed for an n-bit resolution ADC is equal to 2n- 1 , this limits the
physical integration and input loading, keeping the maximum resolution fairly low. For example, a 4-bit






















Figure 1.12: n-bit Flash ADC
1.5.2 Iterative Structures (SAR ADC and Subranging ADC)
The aim of the iterative structures is to reduce the complexity of a parallel structure by converting at first
the signal using a data converter with a resolution of less than B bits, which is the final desired resolution.
The result of the first stage of converting the signal forms a number of the most significant bits (MSBs) of
the digitized signal and regenerates an analog signal that is subtracted from the input of this stage. This
residual signal is then quantized again and the entire process is repeated until the desired signal level of
precision is achieved [12, 13,25,26]. In iterative structure the process is carried out in serial rather than in
parallel, but it achieves the reduction in complexity by splitting the signal into MSB and least significant bit
(LSB) components.
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1.5.2.1 Successive Approximation ADC
The successive approximation ADC, pictured in Fig. 1.14, attempts to generate an analog signal that
closely approximates the analog input by iteratively refining the signal generated by the successive
approximation register (SAR) and DAC. SAR ADC is the choice for medium-to-high-resolution
applications with sample rate fewer than 5 Msps; they commonly range in resolution from 8-16 bits and
provide low power [27]. Fig. 1.13 shows the feasible resolution, and maximum sample rate of SAR ADCs.
A successive approximation ADC has a DAC, TrackIHold and SAR register with N-bit register in a single
circuit; it works by using a DAC and a comparator to perform a binary search to find the input voltage. A
sample and hold circuit (S&H) is employed to sample the analog input voltage and hold the sampled value
whilst the binary search is performed. The binary search starts with the MSB and works toward the LSB for
N-bit output resolution, this implies N comparisons are needed in the binary search, taking at least N clock
cycles. If the sampled analog voltage is greater than the output of the DAC, the logic one is the output, or
otherwise zero. In the SAR ADC there are two critical components, the comparator and the DAC, which
contributes in limiting the speed of an ADC. Thereafter DAC is required and must settle to within the
resolution of the overall converter, otherwise settling time contribute in limiting the speed of SAR ADCs,
also the comparator must resolve srnall differences in analog input voltage (V1N) and the VDAC within the
specified time (this implies that the comparator needs to be as accurate as the overaIl system). So the
requirements of a comparator are speed and accuracy. Moreover, the serial nature of SAR ADC limits the
speed to no more than a few Msps.
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Figure 1.14: Successive approximation
Digital output
Subranging ADC combines the ideas of the Flash ADCs and Successive approximation, and sometimes
they are known as multi-step or half-flash converters. Sub-ranging ADCs reduce the number of bits to be
converted into smaller groups, which are then run through a lower resolution flash converter. This approach
reduces the number of comparators and reduces the logic complexity, compared to a flash converter. The
tradeoff results in slower conversion speed compared to flash [4]. Subranging ADCs also implements the
iterative structure, but using two distinct Flash ADCs, each with B12 bits of resolution (half Flash
converters). The description of operation can be simplified as follows: the analog signal is converted to the
digital domain using BI2-bit Flash ADC; the output of this Flash converter forms the BI2 MSBs of the
output signal. After the digital output of this converter is converted back to the analog domain using a B/2-
bit DAC, a difference is found by subtracting the output of the DAC from the original input. This
difference signal is scaled by a factor 2B/2 and converted by a different ADC with BI2-bits of resolution.
This second ADC is used to form the LSBs at the output of the subranging structure. Again, like the SAR
ADCs, the settling time limits the speed of the Subranging converters for the first stage of ADC and the
subsequent DAC. In general, reducing the settling time degrades a data converter's performance [13, 25,
26,27]. Subranging ADC uses fewer comparators than parallel structures, this implies that subranging draw
less power, and it can attain higher resolution. Subranging ADCs can digitize at a speed of about 100
Msamples Is at 8-bit resolution. Subranging ADCs are in the same range as SAR ADCs. Block diagram of











Pipeline ADCs consist of numerous consecutive stages, each containing a track/hold (T/H), a low-
resolution ADC and DAC, and a summing circuit that includes an interstage amplifier to provide gain. The
generic Pipelined architecture, shown below builds upon the Subranging architecture by linking together
multiple Subranging stages. For an N-stage Pipeline, each stage ofthe Pipeline will produce BIN bits where
B is the total number of quantization bits produced by the Pipeline architecture. Each stage has a BIN bit
ADC and DAC except for the last stage, which has only an ADC. One of the well known problems of Flash
ADCs is that the number of comparators grows exponentially with the number of bits. The Flash ADC for
N-bits will need 2
N
-1 . This problem of Flash ADC is alleviated by pipelined ADCs, which will need
less number of comparators as compared to Flash ADC (i.e. pipelined ADCs will need the following
!!- B
number of comparators N(2 N) + (N -1) -) , which less than 2N-1. Fig. 1.16 illustrates the structure
N
of a pipeline ADC.
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(b) Blocking diagramofcornponents in each stage
Figure 1.16: Pipelined ADC
It is clear that the use of multiple stages can alleviate the exponential growth present in Flash topologies.
Pipeline enables potentially faster conversion while avoiding the exponential growth of comparators. In
pipeline architectures, the analog input is applied to the first stage in the chain, and qI bits are detected.
The analog residue is also generated and applied to the next stage. This procedure repeats up to the end of
the chain. The pipelined architecture offers a number of merits. First, the throughput rate is determined by
the speed of only one stage in the pipeline. Second, interstage residue amplification relaxes the precision
required of subsequent stages.
The main drawback of the conventional pipelined topology is the need for high precision in the interstage
SHAs, DACs, and substrators especially at the front-end.
1.5.4 Sigma-Delta Structure (Sigma-Delta ADC)
The basic component of Sigma-Delta is a modulator, which consists of the following: a loop filter, a I-bit
quantizer, a summing node and a I-bit DAC. The rest are for altering the data rate to appropriate rate. The
difference between Sigma-Delta ADC and DAC is that the DAC implements its loop filter in the digital
domain.
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Sigma-Delta ADC uses oversampling; (as will be explained later). Considering the fact that every doubling
of the sampling rate above the Nyquist rate a 3dB processing gain can be achieved, this can be shown by
looking at equation below [3,13].
SQNR = 3( 2~B J(:;,J
= 6.02B +4.77 -lOlogry + lOlogOSR dB
(1.17)
where B represents the quantization bits (number of bits), 7] is the ratio of the signal's peak power to its




with Fso and Bo being sampling frequency and bandwidth of input signal, respectively. Thus every
doubling of oversampling rate, which implies doubling of Fso ' the SQNR will improve by 3dB. For
example, taking equation (1.17) and doubling OSR, we get
SQNR =6.02B +4.77 -10 log 1] +10log(2 *OSR) dB
=6.02B +7.78-10Iog1] +1OlogOSR dB .~
(1.19)
Correlating (1.17) and (1.19), where in (1.19) the OSR is doubled (7.78-4.77 = 3.01 dB). This proves the
point that every doubling of OSR results in 3dB improvement.
The problem will arise when higher effective number of bits (ENOB) values has to be achieved for instance
12-bits or greater than 12-bits from a I-bit quantizer. This implies that the input signal has to be
oversampled by a factor of over 4 million. For instance take WCDMA using bandwidths of 5MHz, a I-bit
data converter would have to sample at a rate of over 40 THz. This situation clearly shows that
oversampling, though it's useful, but cannot provide adequate resolution. This provides two options that a
data converter can have either a high resolution or a high conversion rate. Sigma-Delta solves this problem
by using noise shaping technique.
Sigma-Delta conversion technology is based on noise shaping, decimation filtering, and oversampling.
Sigma-Delta is predominantly based on digital signal processing, hence the cost of implementation will be
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low and will continue to decrease. For Sigma-Delta conversion, since oversampling alone cannot provide
enough resolution, Sigma-Delta technique uses oversampling coupled with noise shaping which assist in
achieving high resolution [13]. The noise shaping properties of the Sigma-Delta converter is provided by
the transfer function of the modulator. Oversampling basically spreads the quantization noise power over a
bandwidth equal to the sampling frequency, which is much greater than the signal bandwidth. The
modulator behaves as the lowpass filter on the signal and as a highpass filter on the noise, hence shaping
the quantization noise in such a way that most of the energy will be above the signal bandwidth. The digital
filtering stage then attenuates the out-of-band quantization noise and the downsampling brings the sampled
signal to the Nyquist rate. The limitation of Sigma-delta converters is the complexity of the digital
circuitry, which comes from the fact that the hardware has to operate at the oversampled rate, much larger
than the maximum signal bandwidth. This limitation relegates or confines the converter to high-resolution,
but at the expense of very low frequency applications operating at the range of about IM (see Figure 1.13).
The block diagram of first order Sigma-Delta ADC is shown in Fig 1.17. Moreover, the digital filtering
stage in Sigma-Delta converters results in long latency between the start of the sampling cycle and the first
valid digital output.





Figure 1.17: Sigma-Delta ADC (first order)
To show how the modulator shapes the quantization noise, consider the z-plane model of the first order







Figure 1.18: The Z-plane model Sigma-Delta ADC
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It is assumed that the noise samples are uncorrelated. From the Fig. I .18, the Z-transform of the output is
given by
Y(z) =X(Z)( 1 -1) - Y(Z)( 1__1)+ £(2)1-z 1-~
= X(z)+E(Z)(1-Z-1)
(I.I 9)
where X(z) is the z-transform of the input signal, Y(z) is the z-transform of the bit stream output, £(z) is
the z-transform of the quantization noise and (1- z-I) is the noise transfer function. The equation (I.I 9)
ab·ove shows that the output transform is the same as the input transform plus the quantization noise,
modified by the noise transfer function. The noise transfer function is essentially the highpass filter with
zero at d.c. Its effect is to push the quantization noise energy into the higher frequency spectrum. For the
first-order SDM (Sigma-Delta Modulator), doubling the sampling rate increases the SNR (or SQNR) by
9dB, of which 6dB is attributable to the noise shaping and the other 3dB to the oversampling (this was
proved before for oversampling). The author of [13] showed that the improvement, which can be achieved
by oversampling in case of first order SDM is given by equation (1.20)
SNRimprovementLP = (6N +3)OSR dB. (1.20)




SNR =10 log(o-:) -10 log(o-;)-IO log 2N + I + (20N +10) log (OSR) (1.2 I)
where 0".; is the input signal power, N represent the order and 0-; is the quantization noise power. Taking
the last term (20N +10) log (OSR) , then doubling the oversampling rate will result in the following
SNRiml'rovementr.p = (20N +10) log(20SR)
= (6.02N +3.01)dB.
(1.22)
Therefore, doubling the sampling rate will improve SNR by (6.02N +3.01) dB (i.e. for first-order SDM,
where N=I, then the gain will be, 9dB).This relationship shows that for 2nd order, there will be a gain of
15dB (where N represent the order of an SDM). Further reduction in quantization noise can be achieved by
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increasing the order of the noise transfer function (i.e. the integrator). This can be shown that for an Nth
order SDM the output transform is given by
fez) = X(z) +£(2)(1- Z-Ir
In literature however, it is stated, that for N>3 the stability of the modulator cannot be guaranteed due to
large phase shifts. For such SDMs with order higher than two, special configurations are used to avoid
instability. One such arrangement is known as the MASH (which will not be discussed here). The graphs
below show the effect of oversampling and noise shaping techniques over a nyquist converter.
Nyquist converter quantization noise spectrum is shown in below
SQNR=6.02B+1.7 dB





Figure 1.19: The block diagram showing Nyquist converter quantization noise






Figure 1.20: The block diagram showing oversampled converter quantization noise spectrum and the
noise shaping effect
Table 1.1: The Comparison ofYarious Structures
Flash (Parallel) SAR (Iterative) Pipeline (Iterative) Sigma-Delta
Factors to be Ultra-high speed Medium to high High speeds, few High resolution,
considered when when power resolution (8 to Msps to 100+ low to medium
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picking the ADC consumption is not 16bit), 5Msps and Msps, 8-bits to 16- speed, no precision
for certain primary concern. under, low power, bits, lower power external







Conversion N bits - 2"N-l Binary search Small parallel Oversampling
method Comparators caps algorithm, internal structure, each ADC, 5-Hz - 60Hz
increase by a circuitry runs stage works on one rejection
factor of 2 for each higher speed. to a few bits. programmable data
bit. output.
Conversion time Conversion Time Increases linearly Increases linearly Tradeoff between
does not change with increased with increased data output rate
with increased resolution. resolution and noise free
resolution. resolution.
Resolution Component Component Component Component
matching typically matching matching matching
limits resolution to requirements requirements requirements
8-bits. double with every double with every double with every
bit increase in bit increase in bit increase in
resolution. resolution. resolution.
Disadvantages Sparkle codes / Speed limited to Parallelism Higher order (4th
metastability, high -5Msps. May mcreases order or higher) -
power require anti- throughput at the multibit ADC and
consumption, large aliasing filter. expense ofpower multibit feedback
size, expensive. and latency. DAC.
Encoding method Thermometer Successive Digital correction Over-sampling
Code Encoding Approximation logic modulator, digital
decimation filter.
Size 2N-I comparators, Die increases Die increases Core die size will
Die size and power linearly with linearly with not materially
mcreases increase in increase in change with




To increase the bandwidth of the AID conversion, several AID converters can be used in parallel. One ADC
scheme that achieves such high sampling rate is time-interleaved ADCs (TI ADCs) [34-37], for which a
number of converters, belonging to the categories above, work in parallel at a lower sampling rate. This
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Figure 1.21: General structure ofTI-ADC system
In this scheme the ADCs are interleaved in time so that the effective sampling frequency is M times
higher if M ADCs are utilized. This kind of maneuvering, by exploiting the concept of parallelism,
reduces the demands of conversion speed compared to a single ADC. However, the sample-and hold circuit
must still be fast enough to track the signal that should be converted. In a TI AID conversion each ADC
works at 1/ M of the desired sampling frequency is .The ADC is generally interleaved in time so that the
k th ADC takes samples at time instant (k + nM)Y: where Y: is the sampling interval, which is defined as
the inverse of the sampling frequency. This is fulfilled by a delay line from the clock to each ADC, with
many ADCs in parallel the sampling rate can be increased a lot. In other words, the TI ADC works as
follows: the input signal is connected to all ADCs and each ADC works with a sampling interval ofMY: '
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where M is the number of ADCs in the converter array. The clock to k 1h ADC is delayed with kT" this
gives an overall sampling interval of T, .There is however, a serious problem that arises because of having
many ADCs. This problem is due to the sample-and hold circuit. To have a good signal quality the
requirement on TI ADC scheme is that the sample-and hold circuit must be fast enough to track the high
frequency parts of the input signal. Even if the sample-and hold is fast and good enough, the signal quality
will impair or deteriorate in Tl ADC architecture. This is due to different offsets in the different ADCs, for
instance, the zero level is not the same for all converters. This problem causes the spurious hannonics in
the output. Another reason is errors in the delay lines to different ADCs; the signals will be non-unifonnly
sampled.
The main drawback, however, is the limited dynamic range. This is due to channel mismatch errors, i.e.
time errors known as static jitter (delay times of the clock between different ADCs are not equal, this
means that the signal will be periodic but non-unifonnly sampled), amplitude offset errors (the ground level
differs between the different ADCs, this implies that there is a constant amplitude offset in each ADC), and
gain errors (the gain from analog input to digital output, differs between the different ADCs ). The effect of
gain and offset errors in TI ADCs are analyzed in [38]. The timing errors are also studied in great details in
[39]. The design of integrated analog circuitry, for example conventional data converters, has come to a
stage where the perfonnance of the implemented circuit is mostly limited by the errors introduced in
fabrication (if a good design has been made) and the design effort is merely concentrated on minimizing the
effect of such fabrication-induced errors. However, the minimization of the actual fabrication errors is
sometimes not enough to meet the increasing requirements. The invention of new schemes and structures
for data conversion is therefore necessary. Two such schemes for high-speed and high-resolution ADCs are
the HFB ADC and TI ADCs with mismatch error correction [9]. The work that has been perfonned in this
dissertation is designated to continuous-time hybrid filter bank CT HFB ADC.
1.7 Hybrid Filter Bank ADCs
High-speed, high-resolution analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion is a critical technology in
many modern electronic systems, such as radar systems and digital receivers for wireless communications.
In general, high-speed, high-resolution converters enable wide bands of analog data to be converted to
digital fonn to be processed more accurately and efficiently than is possible in analog fonn. Systems can be
updated as requirements change and new standards arise by simply updating software to change the digital
signal processing. A high-perfonnance converter would significantly reduce the cost, size and power
consumption of systems by eliminating much of the analog circuitry, while improving versatility and
perfonnance [6, 13, 19, 18,24,25,28,30-32,40].
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Using filter banks for analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog conversion is an unconventional application of
the filter bank architecture that improves the speed and the resolution of the conversion over the standard
time-interleaved array conversion technique [19]. In filter bank based converters, a discrete-time or analog
analysis filter bank is used together with a digital synthesis filter bank. Such filter banks are lrnown as
hybrid filter banks (HFBs). The tenn hybrid is used because discrete-time or analog filters are used together
with the digital filters, fonning a hybrid filter bank system. Filter bank-based ADC scheme give rise to two
classes known as hybrid discrete-time/digital filter banks (DT-HFB) and hybrid analog/digital filter banks
(CT-HFB). The latter will be the one considered over the DT-HFB. Since CT-HFB ADC is potentially
more suitable for high-speed analog-to-digital conversion. This is due to the fact that analog filters are more
suitable for high bandwidth signals than discrete-time filters [18].
1.7.1 Hybrid Discrete-Time/Digital Filter Bank ADCs (DT HFB ADCs)
The basic principle of an M-channel DT HFB ADC is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.22
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Figure 1.22: Block diagram of an M-channel DT HFB ADC
The DT HFB ADC was first proposed by Petraglia and Mitra (1992) and was incorporated in [11] (1993).
The idea was further investigated by Velazquez in 1996, under a thesis title Hybrid Quadrature Mirror
Filter Bank Approach to A/D conversion in [2]. Then in 1997, a further investigation on hybrid filter banks
for analog/digital conversion was done in [19]. Recently, in 2002, further studies were perfonned and a
detail survey of filter bank AID converter was given in [18, 24, 30-32]. In the DT HFB ADC, the analog
input signal XII (t) is sampled at the input of a discrete-time analysis filter bank with filters H k (z) . The
filter banks considered here are unifonn-band that partitions the input signal frequency band into M
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equally wide bands. Then the signal in each channel can be downsampled by a factor corresponding to the
signal bandwidth without any loss of information. The subband signals are then quantized before they are
upsampled by a factor of M and filtered through a digital synthesis filter bank with filters Gk (z) .
Thereafter the output signal y(n) is obtained by adding the corresponding subband output signals. DT
HFB ADC has its advantages and disadvantages depending on the specification at hand.
DT HFB ADC has an obvious advantage that involves its realization. For instance, it is very easy and very
simple to realize a DT HFB ADC, since the design behind it, is exactly the same as for maximally
decimated filter banks, and the techniques for realizing the required discrete-time filter can be implemented
with higher accuracy than what usually can be achieved by integrated continuous-time filters. Another
advantage of DT HFB ADC is that the channel mismatch errors in terms of timing errors will not occur,
since one sampling operation is performed-as illustrated in Fig. 1.22. The other error caused by static gain
errors like aliasing will further be attenuated by filter banks.
The main drawback with the DT HFB ADC is that the sampling of the analog input signal, which is
intrinsic in discrete-time filter banks, need to be performed with a sampling rate corresponding to the full
bandwidth. This implies that any errors that are introduced during sampling operation will not be attenuated
by the filter banks since the effect of the combined filter banks corresponds to a delay or an allpass
function. Moreover, the maximum sampling rate of discrete-time filters is low and thus the DT HFB ADC
class is not suitable for very high sampling frequency AiD conversion. It can be useful however, to use this
scheme for lower sampling rates, but with higher requirements on the dynamic range. The disadvantages of
DT HFB ADC are vitally important to consider, if the specification of the required systems are known. For
instance, for our system SDR, the DT HFB ADC is not suitable for it, this is the reason why the major part
of this work is focused on CT HFB ADC. CT HFB ADC is described below.
1.7.2 Hybrid AnalogIDigital Filter Bank ADCs (CT HFB ADCs)
In the design of a CT HFB ADC, it is always assumed that the input signal is strictly bandlimited
to IlVl < 7r / T , this implies that the Nyquist criterion for sampling with effective sampling frequency of
1/ T without aliasing is met. Therefore, it is very possible to, in principle completely eliminate aliasing by
properly designing the filter banks (analysis and synthesis). The actual aliasing in the overall ADC will
thus be determined by the anti-aliasing filter that must precede the filter bank. The aliasing will then be
exactly equal to that of a single conventional ADC that uses the same anti-aliasing filter.
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Figure 1.23: Block diagram of an M-channel CT HFB ADC
The main difference between the CT HFB ADC and DT HFB ADC is where the sampling operation takes
place. In the CT HFB ADC, the analog input signal is directly fed into an analog analysis filter bank with
filters H k (s). These are designed to be unifonn-band and hence, each channel can be sampled at one
M'h of the sampling frequency of the overall ADC. One important part to notice in this architecture is that
the sampling operation takes place at the output of the analysis filters. Thus, static gain and timing errors
that occur in the sampling process are attenuated by a combination of the filters of the analysis and
synthesis filter banks. Another aspect to note is that the sampling of the signal in the lowpass channel is a
lowpass sampling process. The sampling frequency in that channel is larger than, or equal to, twice the
highest component of the signal, therefore, the Nyquist criteria for lowpass sampling
27rhample = 27r /(MT) ~ !1OJ = 7r /(MT) (1.23)
is met, this condition is showed in [2]. In the remaining channels, bandpass signals are sampled. This is due
to the fact that the highest frequency components in each band,
2;rrk/(MT), k=l, ... ,M (1.24)
are integer multiples of the signal bandwidth !lw =1r /(MT) and the sampling frequency in each channel
is larger than or equal to twice the signal bandwidth. Therefore the Nyquist condition for bandpass
sampling is also met. It is well known however, that with practical filters, a certain amount of aliasing will
inevitably occur during sampling in all channels. This aliasing is controlled in the filter design. After
sampling and quantization each subband signal is upsampled before filtered through a digital synthesis
filter bank. The important factor to note is that each converter works with a reduced sampling rate. One of
the reasons why CT HFB ADC was proposed over DT HFB ADC, is that analog filters are more suitable
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for high bandwidth signals than discrete-time filters. Hence, the CT HFB is potentially more suitable for
high-speed AID conversion. Even though mismatch errors (gain and time-skew errors) will occur, the
introduced abasing will be attenuated by filters.
There are other vitally important elements to consider when analyzing and designing the HFB ADC. In
order to properly design and understand HFB ADCs, a thorough analysis must be made. Important issues to
be investigated are frequency response, including distortion and aliasing, quantization noise, requirements
on the filters given certain requirements on the effective resolution, sensitivity analysis and reduction of
channel mismatch-induced aliasing by using filter banks. Another issue to consider when designing the
filter banks is a distortion function and several abasing terms have to be optimized to meet some prescribed
characteristics. For instance in the case of, the DT HFBs, the design problem is in fact the same as for
purely digital maximally decimated filter banks. Whereas, it is possible for digital filter banks (and
therefore also DT HFBs) to achieve perfect reconstruction (PR), but it appears to be impossible for CT
HFBs if the analog filter bank is assumed to be realized using only lumped elements. If transmission lines
are used as components, it would be possible to find CT HFBs with PR. The design of the analog/digital
type is a more challenging task. The frequency responses of the analog filters, which are rational functions
in j(j), need to be matched with the frequency responses of the digital filters, which are rational functions
of e}ruT ,in order to simultaneously minimize both distortion and aliasing
Again, in order to minimize the hardware cost of the analog parts, we propose to use the same concept of
asymmetric filter design procedures that was used in [10] and frequency response masking in the synthesis
filter banks, where the analog part is designed independently of the digital filters. By first designing the
analog filters, the complexity of these can be minimized, given that the frequency selective requirements
due to the dynamic performance requirements of the HFB ADC, are met. Then, with a fixed analysis filter
bank, the digital filters can be designed in order to meet the requirements on distortion and abasing. Due to
the possibility to minimize the complexity of the analog or discrete-time filters and the reduction of the
number of design parameters, all of the HFB structures proposed in this work are asymmetric in the sense
that the analysis and synthesis filter banks have different complexities.
1.8 Dissertation Outline
There are six chapters in this dissertation. In chapter I, we introduced different available techniques for
designing AID converters. We presented basic building blocks with terminology used in subsequent
chapters and gave a very brief introductory to software radio, stating the reason why we use the
requirements on ADC imposed by software radio applications.
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Chapter 2 is a literature survey on HFB. Firstly, we discussed an analysis of HFB ADCs that is essential for
understanding and designing hybrid filter banks; this analysis gave the correct frequency response
expression for CT HFBs. We also presented the frequency response of uniform DT HFB and CT HFB,
respectively. Lastly, we discussed the properties of the distortion and aliasing occurring in HFB.
In chapter 3, we reviewed the design of Hybrid filter banks, but only considering the CT HFB ADC, this
included the investigation on one of the fundamental aspect to the ADC performance, which is the noise
(quantization) in the filter bank based ADCs. The analysis of the ADC performance is done by comparing
the case of the conventional case with the multirate filter bank ADC, only concentrating on the numerical
values for typical design for CT HFB. In this chapter we also investigated the spurious free dynamic range
in the presence of static gain and time-skew errors.
In chapters 4 and 5, we focused on designing two channels of CT HFB ADC, one with the FIR synthesis
filter bank and the other with the HR synthesis filters. The dissertation proposed three combinations: use of
HR model filter and HR masking filter, HR model filter/FIR masking filter and FIR model filter/FIR
masking filter (presented in chapter 5). To show the advantages of our designs, we considered the cases of
designing the synthesis filter as one filter, either FIR or HR. These two filters are used as base for
comparison with our proposed designs (the use of masking response filter).
Finally, chapter 6 concludes the dissertation, highlighting its findings and suggesting areas where the work
may be expanded upon. Main contributions of this dissertation include:
.:. The use of frequency-response masking with asymmetric hybrid filter bank is proposed, to
mitigate or reduce the complexity of digital filters
.:. A thorough analysis of HFB ADC and a suitable structures and reliable design procedures for CT
HFB ADC utilizing FRM technique
TIle following publications have resulted from this work:
• Phakathi S. E. and Dawoud D. S., "Advanced Asymmetric Filter Bank Based ADC for Software
Defined Radio Applications Utilizing Frequency-Response Masking (FRM) Approach ", SATNAC
2004 [Southern African Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference] 6 pages CD-
ROM. [Conference Proceedings]
• Dawoud D Sand Phakathi S E, "Time-Interleaved Filter Bank AID Converters ", MICSA 2003
[The Military Information and Communication Symposium of South Africa] 8 pages on CD-ROM
[Conference Proceedings].
• Dawoud D Sand Phakathi S E, " Advanced Filter Bank based ADC for Software Defined Radio




2.1 Hybrid Filter Bank Transfer Functions
One important aspect and also a very useful one when designing and analyzing filter banks in particular
hybrid filter banks (HFBs), is its frequency response. The Fourier transform of the output signal yen) of
the HFB can, in general, be formulated as the number of differently shifted replicas of the Fourier
transform of the input signal XII (t), in frequency, these are also multiplied by different frequency
dependent functions, which characterize the filter bank, these functions are known as distortion function
and aliasing functions.
When designing the filter banks, a distortion function and a number of aliasing terms are very important.
For instance, when using a discrete-time analysis filter bank, the design problem is in fact the same as for
purely digital maximally decimated filter banks. In this instance, it is therefore possible to directly use
expressions for the frequency response of the distortion function and aliasing terms of digital filter banks.
For the hybrid analogue/digital filter bank, it is not possible to do so because the Fourier transform of the
analogue filter is not periodic, and this fact was re-examined in [5, 6, 9, 10] and the corresponding equation
for this case was derived. The corresponding formulas for the discrete-time/digital case are given in this
chapter in order to give the clarity and point out the differences and similarities between DT HFB and CT
HFB.
2.1 Hybrid Uniform-Band Analog/Digital Filter Banks
The continuous-time hybrid filter bank ADC (CT HFB ADC) employs continuous-time analogue analysis
filters. H k (s) and a discrete-time digital Synthesis filters Gk (z). In this type, an M-channel uniform-
band CT HFB ADC takes an input signal, which is an analog signal. The important part to notice is that for
CT HFB ADC the sampling occurs at the output of the analysis filters with a sampling frequency of
1
- =hlllnPle / M , where 1', is defined as 1', =MT. In this type of ADC, both the sampling and
1',
quantizations are performed at the low rate (" I / M An M-channel uniform-band CT HFB ADC I'SJ sump c .
shown in Fig. 1.23. Again ignoring the quantizations, the Fourier transform of the output signal yen) of
the filter bank in Fig 2.1 can be obtained as follows:
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M-I
Y(e jwT ) =L Gk(ejWT)Xk(ejMWT)
k=O
where
therefore equation (2.1) can be rewritten as







When designing hybrid eT HFB it is convenient to assume that the input signal is strictly bandlimited
to IlVl < 7r / T . Since the bandlirnitation assumption is important, it is a necessary condition to show how
the frequency responses are affected by this assumption.
2.1.1 Bandlimitation [3, 4]
The Bandlimitation assumption affects the input signal as well as the analysis filters. This assumption




where X s is the bandlimited signal, the analysis filters will then be defined as
(2.6)
hence, the output of the system is now given as
. T 1 ~ (2nl JY(eJUJ ) =- LJ VBl(jOJ)XB jOJ- j-
T [=-00 MT
where
M-I ( ). 1 jOJT .. 2nl




Then for eT HFB, it suffices to consider Y(ejUJT ) in -J[:::; wT:::; J[ . The benefit here is that in this
region, only a finite number of terms in the summation of (2.7) needs to be considered since X s (jw) and
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of aliasing
For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that all Hk(j(1)) and Gk(e}wT) are equal to one, then considering
(2.7), only XB/(j(1)) is left in the summation over lwhich basically gives Fig. 2.1. We catered only for
M = 2 and M = 5 as illustrated in Fig.2.2 (From Fig. 2.1 we only need to include
I =-(M -1), ...,M -1 terms, this holds true for arbitrary values of M, thus, in the interval
-Jr :$ (1)T:$ Jr, the terms that are beyond the lower and the upper bound are discarded, given as follows
2Jrl / M + Jr :$ -Jr and 2Jrl / M - Jr :$ Jr, which are lower and upper bound, respectively).
Bandlimiting the signal changes equation (2.7), takes the form
M-I ( )'wT 1 ...2Jrl
Y(e J ) = - L VBl (j(1))XB j(1)- j- ,
T l=-(M -1) MT
(2.9)
The component VBO (j(1)) from (2.9) is the frequency response of the distortion, term whereas the other
remaining terms VBI (j (1)) are the frequency responses of the aliasing components. Then for the sake of
simplicity we can just drop the subscript B from (2.9), then the frequency response expression becomes
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· 1 M-I (2rel J
Y(eJ(VT) = T L T1t(j()))Xa j())- j MT '
l=-(M-I)
with ~ expressed as follows,
- re ::; ())T ::; re
(2.10)
(2.11 )
TIle bandlimitation assumption has some effect on the following conditions of perfect reconstruction (PR),
near perfect reconstruction (NPR), perfect magnitude reconstruction (PMR), and near perfect magnitude
reconstruction (NPMR). This can be clarified more easily using equations (2.12) to (2.15). A system is said
to be a PR system if for an integer c and non-zero constant k, the output signal is a scaled and delayed
version of the input signal, i.e. yen) = kx(n - c). Then a PR eT HFB is only obtained only if:
~(j())) = ke- jWTC 1=0
~(j(1)) =0, 1=1=0 (2.12)
A PMR case is obtained if the magnitude response of the distortion function is constant and the aliasing
function is zero, therefore the condition is written as:
1~(j()))1 = k, I())TI::; re and 1=0
~ (j (1)) =0, I =1= ° (2.13)
This implies that, as in this case, there is no magnitude distortion, though there is phase distortion. The
filter banks can also be designed in such a way that the PR and PMR are approximated. In the case of
approximated PR, we termed such filter banks as NPR filter bank and is obtained by considering the
following conditions.
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Iv; (j(U)1 ~ k, I(UTI ~ Jrand [= °
arg[V;(j(U)] ~ (UTc, [= °
1v;(j(U)1~0, [*0, I(UTI~Jr
(2.14)
If the requirement on the approximately linear phase response of the distortion term is relaxed, a NPMR is
obtained, which can be written as
I~ (jeu)1 ~ k,
I~ (jeu)1 ~ 0,
IeuTI ::; Jr and I =°
I =t- 0, I{UTI::; Jr (2.15)
For CT HFB, there is one important comment to be made: it includes -(M -1), ... ,M -1 terms of
aliasing, which is basically 2(M -1) aliasing terms. The reason is that the Fourier transform of analog
signals is not periodic, thus, we need to consider more terms. For comparison reasons hybrid uniform-band
discrete-time/digital filter banks class is described below, in order to show the difference between the
hybrid uniform-band analog/digital filter banks and hybrid uniform-band discrete-time/digital filter banks,
in terms of the aliasing terms that each need to include and to illustrate how bandlimitation condition alters
the equation of the CT HFB to have similar expression of distortion and aliasing function.
2.3 Hybrid Uniform-Band Discrete-TimelDigital Filter Banks
The M-channel uniform-band DT HFB ADC is shown in Fig. 1.22. The input signal for DT HFB ADC to
the filter bank is a discrete-time signal which, in practice, is obtained by sampling the analog signal x
a
(t)
with the effective sampling frequency given by f.'ample = ~. In DT HFB ADC, the sampling is thus
performed with full sampling frequency hample ' whereas the quantizations occurring on ADCs in the Fig.
1
1.22 takes place at the low rate hample / M =T' where 1', =MT and T is the sampling period of the
s
output signal. Ignoring the quantizations, the Fourier transform of the output signal y(n) of the filter bank,
can be written as follows:
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then (2.1) can be written as
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From equation (2.1.9), there are two components that are very important, the first one occurs when
Vo(e
itvT
) known as the frequency response of the distortion term and the second one occurs when
v; (e irvT ), I =0 known as the frequency responses of the aliasing terms. The first component corresponds
to the gain and phase of the filter bank, whereas the latter one corresponds to the aliasing errors in the filter
bank.
In literature there are also four cases that could be realized with DT-HFB ADC, which are perfect
reconstruction case, perfect magnitude reconstruction case, near perfect reconstruction case, and near
perfect magnitude reconstruction case.
A perfect reconstruction (PR) DT HFB is only obtained only if
(2.20)
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for an integer c and non-zero constant k . In this case, the output signal is a scaled and delayed version of
the input signal, i.e. y(n) =kx(n - c). A PMR case is obtained if the magnitude response of the
distortion function is constant and the aliasing function is zero, therefore the condition is written as:
1V;(e)WT)! = k, ImTI ~ J[ and I = 0
~ (e}(f)T) =0, l*-O (2.21 )
this implies, in this case, that there is no magnitude distortion, but there is phase distortion. The filter banks
can also be designed in such a way that the PR and PMR are approximated. In this case, an approximated
PR is termed NPR and is obtained by considering the following conditions.
1~(e)WT)1 ~ k, 1= 0, !mTI ~ Jr
arg [V; (e)(oT) ] ~ OJTc
1~(e)(OT)I~O, 1*0, IOJTI~Jr
(2.22)
If the requirement on the approximately linear phase response of the distortion term is relaxed, a near
perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR) is obtained, which can be written as
I~ (e}(f)T)1 ~ k,
I~ (e}(f)T)1 ~ 0,
1=0,
1*- 0, (2.23)
Considering then (2. 18 and 2.19) for DT HFB and (2.10 and 2.11) for CT HFB, one noticeable difference
has to do with the number of terms that need to be considered for both classes, i.e. for DT HFB we only
need M -1 terms, whereas for CT HFB we need 2(M -1) terms in the -Jr ~ OJT ~ Jr . However, it is
sufficient to only include M terms for CT HFB also, this is due to the fact that X B (jOJ) and H Bk (jOJ)
are bandlimited as shown in subsection 2.2.1. Equation (2.9) can then be rewritten by introducing these two




Considering (2.5) and (2.6) the following holds,
XS(jOJ)HSk(jOJ+ j2Jr/T) = 0, \iOJ and k = 0,1, ...M-1
and
H Sk (jOJ)XB(jOJ+ j2Jr / T) =0, '-v' OJ and k =O,l, ...M -1
as a result,
X~ (jOJ)H~k (jOJ) = X B(jOJ)HSk (jOJ) +
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Equations (2.24) to (2.28) are introduced to maneuver the frequency responses in such a way that we get
similar expression for distortion and aliasing function for both DT HFB and CT HFB, details are given in
[10]. Then looking (2.9) and (2.30), we see that the two are very similar, when introducing (2.24) and
(2.25). This offers a possibility to obtain similar expressions for the aliasing and distortion in both hybrid
analog/digital filter banks and hybrid discrete-time/digital filter banks.
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2.4 Distortion and Aliasing in HFB
Considering the frequency response of the output signal, it is clear that it depends on the distortion function
~;o(jOJ) and aliasing function ~(jOJ). Hence, it is vitally important to consider them when designing
hybrid filter banks (HFBs). Equation (2.3) and (2.18), shows the dependence of the output signal on
~;o (jOJ) and ~ (jOJ) . The distortion function describes how the unshifted version of the input signal is
distorted as it propagates through the system. On the other hand, aliasing function ~ (jOJ) , determines
how much of the undesired, aliased versions of the input signal frequency response will appear in the
output frequency response.
The requirement on combination of analysis filters HI (jOJ) and the synthesis filters GI (ej{uT) during the
design phase of HFBs is in such a way that the distortion function should have a small effect on desired
output signal, while at the same time, it is important to control the undesired shifted versions of the input
signal, the control part of the undesired shifted version is computed by aliasing function.
The main difference between the proposed scheme in this work, which is the continuous-time HFB and the
discrete-time HFB ADC, can be described quite easily, in terms of what have been included in the
summation as illustrated before in (2.10) and (2.18). In CT HFB, we require 2M -1 terms in total,
whereas in a DT HFB only M -1 terms are required in the frequency region. However, for each single
frequency, the number of contributing aliasing terms is only M for CT HFB as well as DT HFB. Fig 2.2
illustrates the properties of (2.3) and the characteristics of the distortion and aliasing for CT HFB. Fig 2.2
can be used also for the case of DT HFB; the difference will be on the number of terms in the summation of
the frequency response ofthe output signal.
The distortion term consists of the following HI (jOJ)GI (e
jtuT
) , since I = °.This implies that such terms
will be the product of two passband responses for frequencies where the individual filters have their
passband and the product between two stopband responses elsewhere, except in transition regions, this is
shown in Fig 2.2 (i) and (ii). (Fig 2.2 (iii) is a shifted version of the analog filter bank for I =1 , then the
aliasing term for I = 1 is then obtained by taking the product of the magnitude response of Fig 2.2 (iii) and
(ii) for every filter pair with index I, thereafter, the resulting result is shown in Fig 2.2 (iv) and (v), which
illustrates that for every I ;;j:. 0, in the frequency band of interest, in the region OJ = [0, 1[ / T], there exist
always two l=l;,lj where the product HI(JOJ-:)G,(e jlUT ) have the overlapping transition
regions). The remaining M - 2 products have at least a passband response overlapping a stopband
response or two overlapping stopbands. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 for I =0,1. In [10] it is stated that in
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order to achieve small aliasing terms at the output of the hybrid filter bank ADC, the filter banks are to be
designed in such a way that the overlapping transition regions in Fig. 2.2 (iv) and (v) are cancelled out.
This implies that their magnitude responses are similar, but their phase responses differ by 180 degrees.
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Figure 2.2: Magnitude responses of the M -channel uniform band CT HFB (i) Analysis filter bank. (ii)
Synthesis filter bank. (iii) Shifted version of the analysis filter bank. (iv) The first overlapping transition
regions. (v) The second overlapping transition regions [1,2,3].
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2.5 Summary
Chapter 2 was a literature review on HFB. Firstly, we examined the importance of understanding the HFB
transfer functions and its usefulness in designing and analyzing filter banks.
We then reviewed the design of DT HFB ADC and CT HFB ADC and showed how they differ from each.
Thirdly we investigated how we can use same functions for aliasing and distortion for DT HFB and CT
HFB, by including the bandlimitation condition.
Finally, we discussed the properties of the distortion and aliasing occurring m HFB. This was also
illustrated in Fig. 2.1, in particular for CT HFB, how many tenns do we need to include in order to use
similar aliasing function as for DT HFB.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF HYBRID FILTER BANKS
3.1 Design of Continuous-Time Hybrid Filter Banks
In 1992, the first reported HFB ADC in literature was of a DT HFB and was designed employing a
quadrature mirror filter bank known as QMF ADC [9]. This was followed by a thesis written by Velazquez
on Hybrid quadrature mirror filter bank ADC (HQMF ADC) [2] in 1994. Recently, in [6, 11] three schemes
were treated these including TI ADC, DT HFB ADC, and CT HFB ADC. For the DT HFB, the design
problem is quite simple, since the design is the same as for purely maximally decimated filter banks, (see
details on [6]).
The design of the CT HFB on the other hand is quite a challenging task. One of the reasons is that the
frequency response of the analog fi Iters are rational functions in j (J) , which is required to be matched with
the frequency response of the digital filters, which are rational functions of e}{uT. This matching is very
important and required in order to simultaneously minimize both distortion and aliasing.
Instead of designing the analog filters from digital prototypes as in [11], we design the system using design
procedures in [6], where the analog part is designed independently of the digital filters. This is
accomplished by first designing the analog filters, this way the complexity of these can be minimized,
given that the frequency selective requirement due to the dynamic perfonnance requirements of the HFB
ADC are met. Then, with a fixed analysis filter bank, the digital filters can be designed in order to meet the
requirements on distortion and aliasing. With the analog filters designed and fixed, the digital filters
designed and optimized, by doing so, the minimization of the distortion and aliasing are achieved.
Another advantage of using this approach is that the complexity of optimization problem is reduced. Due to
the possibility to minimize the complexity of the analog filters and the reduction of the number of design
parameters.
All of the HFB structures proposed in this work are asymmetric as in [6], they are asymmetrical in the
sense that the analysis and synthesis filter banks have different complexities.
3.2 Noise in the Filter Bank Based ADCs
In this section, we consider noise in the filter bank due to quantization, in literature there are two schemes
that are treated, one is known as single rate and the other is multirate filter bank ADCs, here we only
consider the latter. A single-rate ADC differs from the multirate in the sense of how sampling rate is
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defined, in single-rate ADC scheme, all the subconverters work at the same sampling rate as the desired
sampling rate, whereas in the multi rate the converters work at a sampling rate which is M times lower than
that of the effective sampling rate. In multirate ADCs the subconverters work in lower data rate as
compared to single-rate ADCs. The purpose of this section is basically, to point out the difference between
the multirate filter bank ADCs and the conventional one, in terms of quantization noise considering the
llarrowband signal as opposed to wideband signal. Different authors have worked on the effect of
quantization noise in ADCs that consist of parallel arrays of analog-to-digital converters (including
multirate ADCs), including Petraglia and Mitra (1991), Velazquez e. al. 1998 as well as in [10].
3.2.1 Conventional ADC
This subsection briefly gives AID conversion and the quantization noise utilizing a conventional ADC. For
a conventional ADC an input signal is assumed to be strictly bandlimited according to the following
relation,




Figure 3.1: Conventional ADC showing Sampling and Quantization
Equation (3.1) shows that the Nyquist criterion for sampling with the desired sampling frequency of 1/T
without aliasing is accomplished. AID conversion consists of two important processes, namely sampling,
which is followed by quantization, the sampling and quantization processes are depicted in Fig. 3.1. The
sequence x(n) is found by first sampling the analog input signal uniformly at the time instance, for all
integers n as follows,
x(n) = xa(t)lt=nT, n =... ,-1,0,1, ... (3.2)
where Tis the sampling period. The Fourier transforms of xl/(t) and x(n) are related to each other
according to Poisson's summation formula as follows,
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· 1 00 ( 2Jrk)X(eJWT ) =- I X a jOJ- j-
T /(=-00 T
(3.3)
One important fact to mention is that the spectrum of a sampled signal is always periodic with the
periodicity of 2J[ . Hence, X (ej(VT) has the same periodicity with respect to DJT. This implies that it is
sufficient to only consider the interval -J[::; DJ::; J[, and since the bandlimitation condition of (3.1) is
considered, the following relation holds,
(3.4)
To do the analysis on the effect of the quantization, it is then customary to utilize the linear model of a
conventional ADC depicted in Fig. 3.2,







Figure 3.2: Conventional ADC showing linear model of Fig. 3.1.
where e(n) is an error sequence that is modeled as stationary zero-mean white noise. The sequence x(n)
and e(n) are assumed to be uncorrelated. The effect of quantization is usually measured by considering
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is given as:
(3.5)
where cr~ and cr.~ are variances of e(n) and x(n) , respectively. This means cr~ and cr.~ are the
average noise power and signal power, respectively, provided the following assumption is made, that the
average values of e(n) and x(n) are zero. Using Fig.3.2, the output sequence of the quantizer is given by
yen) = x(n) + e(n)
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(3.6)
The probability density function p(e) is assumed to have a unifonn distribution, for the unifonn quantizer







where Q represents the quantization step as given by
(3.8)
with - XI' ~ x(n) ~ XI' - Q and B representing the number of bits of the quantizer. The values of
XI}' which is known as full-scale (FS) level of the ADC, are detennined in such a way that the overflow in
the ADC does not occur. Hence, the variance of the error sequence e(n) can be defined as
(3.9)
3.2.2 Multirate Filter Bank ADC
In this subsection, we are considering an M-channel multirate filter bank based ADC, according to the
structure of CT HFB ADC with general quantizations. In this scheme the output sequence from the analysis
filters are sampled and quantized at lower rates (M times lower), i.e. Is /M , so as to attain the desired
sampling rate, upsamplers are utilized after quantization.
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In this scheme, the output signal Y(e jrVT ) has a periodicity of 2Jr, with the input signal bandlimited
according to (3.1). Ignoring the quantizations, the frequency response of output signal is given as
. 1 M-I (2nl J
Y(eJwT ) = - I ~(Jw)Xa jW- j-
T l=-(M -1) MT
for IcuTI ::; Jr where
1 M-I . ( 2Jr/]




For multirate filter bank ADC, to obtain a perfect reconstruction condition, the following should be true:
~ (JW) =ke- jUJTc I =°
~(JW)=O, 1*0
for some constants k and c. For the sake of simplicity, we consider k =1, and then to satisfy the perfect
reconstruction, the following should be satisfied
M-I
e-}cwT =~ I Gi(e}WT)Hi (jW), IwTI::; n
i=O
(3.12)
Then again for simplicity, we take the analysis filters H; (s) and synthesis filters G; (e jmT ) as ideal
lowpass and bandpass filters with gain constants equal to one and M , respectively. This is depicted in Fig
3.3 and Fig.3.4.
jHo(jOJ)1 IH1(jOJ)! IHM _1(jOJ)1
._-----------.
Jr I(MT) 2JrI(MI) (M -1)JrI(Jo.,[J) JrIT cu
Figure 3.3: Magnitude response for analysis filters in the multirate case
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IGo(eiW')1 jG1(eiru1 )1 IGM - 1(eiW')1
lV.I.
----------._ ..
nlM 2nlM (M -l)JrIT (j)T
Figure 3.4: Magnitude response for synthesis filters in the multirate case
The main difference in terms of magnitude response of synthesis filters of the multirate filter bank based
ADC, is that the gain is M times higher. This is due to the factor 1/M in (3.12), in this case the aliasing
terms becomes zero, since we consider the case of perfect reconstruction.
Considering (3.6), and replacing the quantizers by the additive error sequences e;(n), where the error
sequences are assumed to be stationary white noise uncorrelated to zero-mean and variances CJ;'. In
equation (3.6), x(n)=x(nT) and e(n) is the total error due to each e;(n). However, the error
sequences e;(n) are propagated through a multirate system, as previously explained in [45]. For the case
of time-varying system, the noise analysis becomes too complicated. This is because the output of a time-
varying system is not stationary even if the input is stationary. Due to this fact, in [45] the synthesis filter








-- --- - -------- - --.
Figure 3.5: Synthesis filter bank with its corresponding polyphase representation
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The transfer function of the output y(n) is given by:
M-I
fez) = I Z-k-0: (ZM)
k=O
where
fez) = GP (z)X(z)
with X(z) and fez) defines as















since GI'(z) describes a linear and time-invariant system, this implies that the outputs Yk(m),
k =0,1, .... ,M -1 are also stationary noise with zero mean. However, the variances of the errors in
h (m) (denoted by a-~k) are generally different, even when a-;, are equal. The errors may also be
correlated. The total error e(n), at the output, will therefore generally not be stationary noise. The
variance a-; (n) of the total error is time-varying and periodic with the period of M . This is due to the
following fact:
(3.19)





(}e av - M ~ eYk
Knowing the synthesis filter bank and equation (3.17), (0-:) av can be computed as follows,
Considering Fig.3.4, I !g/(n)12 can be written as
n=-oo
substituting (3.22) in to (3.21), we get
M-I






An alternative to (3.21) is to use a paraunitary matrix for G(I') (z) as in [9,45]. Hence, all the variances of
Yk (m) are equal. Then there is no need to compute (0-:) av using (3.21). For general cases however
(3.21) method is very useful. One important measure again, is to check the output quantization noise
variance for both narrow band signal and wideband signal. This assists in determining if the output
quantization noise variance is the same as the conventional ADC. The variance of the error sequence e(n)
of the conventional ADC is given by (3.9). Then for narrow band signal the following is assumed
XI'I = XI' and BI = B , and for wide band signal X pI = X p / JAi and BI = B .
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In the case of case for narrow band signal, we consider an input signal, which is sinusoidal signal, where
the amplitude is X"' this implies the overflow will not occur. Whereas for wide band, the input signal is
assumed to be gaussian and the input range is assumed to be in this range [-X", X" ] .Assuming that the
subconverters in the system occur with equal probabilities, the following relation holds,
r;-; X,,1../M xI'
'\/M f -c;~'y'/2d 1 f -c;~'x'/2dxe) y = e .,
~2JrCYx -x I../M J2JrCYx -xI' I'
Equation (3.24) show us the fact that the filters remove noise power according to




where the input ranges are scaled with a factor 1/JM .For wide band signal the quantizations can be
defined as
Q = X 2-(B,-I)I "I
The variance of e,(n) then becomes,
(j'2 =Q2 /12Me,
substituting (3.27) into (3.21), the variance of ( a;)av is found to be
M-I





This shows that the noise variance of the wide band signal is equal to that of a conventional ADC, see (3.9).
For a narrow band signal, the quantizations can be written as
o = X 2-(B,-I)
-I pI
= XpT(B-I) = Q
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(3.29)
then the variance of e, (n) becomes
substituting (3.27) into (3.21), the variance of ( eT:) av is found to be
(3.30)
M-I
( 2) _ "" er2ere av - L..J ei
i=O
= MQ 2 /12 (3.31 )
Equation (3.31), implies that the noise variance is M times higher than that of a conventional ADC.
3.3 Channel Mismatch error and Spurious Free Dynamic Range
The filters in the hybrid filter bank (HFB) isolate the converters in the array from each other, which makes
the HFB ADC concept more effective as opposed to time-interleave ADC (TI ADC). The drawback with
the interleaved structure is that, due to the manufacturing process, all the ADCs are not identical and
mismatch errors are introduced into the system. Three kinds of mismatch errors are introduced:
.:. Time errors (static jitter)
The delay times of the clock between the different ADCs are not equal. This means that the signal
will be periodically, but non-uniformly sampled.
•:. Amplitude offset errors
The ground level differs between the different ADCs. This means that there is a constant
amplitude offset in each ADC.
.:. Gain errors
The gain, from analog input to digital output, differs between the different ADCs.
In the HFB structures, filters in HFB attenuate the effect of gain and phase mismatches, which severely
limit the resolution in TI ADCs. In [9] it is shown that filters do not attenuate the effect of DC-offset errors.
The simulations in [9] showed that the HFB ADC architectures attenuate gain, phase errors by 21 [dB).
Furthermore, in the HFB (with 30 [dB] stopband attenuation) than in the time-interleaving system. In
literature, two measures for resolution are used to analyze the performance of the system, which is spurious
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free dynamic range (SFDR\ and total spurious distortion (TSD4 ). The definition of SFDR and TSD are
given mathematically as the footnote. The reasons for using SFDR and TSD instead of SNR and THD are
given in details in [9]. Major results and analysis of the effects of gain and phase mismatch errors,
respectively, were also presented [9]. Recently in [44], only SFDR was used for numerical analysis for a
typical filter bank design. In this dissertation, only the numerical analysis is considered for a typical filter
bank design with slightly different values from [44]. Considering the equations that were derived in both
[9, 44] for SFDR. It is easy to note that the derived equations are hot similar. In [9] the equations given are
for calculating the minimum SFDR that could be obtained based on the stopband attenuation. Furthermore,
E {x } which denotes the expected value of random variable x (x could be either gain tolerance error or
phase tolerance error) as well as for the typical SFDR, on the other hand in [44], the SFDR is computed for
both passband and stopband, details are shown later in this section, for the later case. However, the
equations derived in [9,44] are valuable since they give the information about how we can design the filter
bank that could give desired SFDR and TSD, depending on the specification of the application at hand. In
this section, the only derivation that would be considered is the one presented in [44], since they are more
relevant to our work and since the conditions considered are for approximated PR as opposed to PR
conditions, (details for PR cases are given in [9]). Gain, phase delay, and DC offset error model of an ADC





Figure 3.6: (a) ADC, (b) model of an ADC
E {ldeSired signaW}
3 SFDR =_----;-.....:....;- ---'~~
max (E {Iundesired signalj2} )
E {Idesired signal12}
4 TSD =_-;---:- ---'~_,...
I (E {Iundesired signaI12})
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A( jW) (1 ()) -jwd/(w) ".. b'where I e = + al 0) e and a/(O))) 1S a gam error, ,1S a dc-offset error, and
d, (0)) 6 is a phase delay error, details on each of these error is given in [9]. The above model of an ADC
does not consider errors such as ADC quantization errors, and ADC harmonic distortion errors. This is
because quantization and harmonic distortion errors are not limiting errors in both time-interleaving and
HFB systems. The derived equations in [9] are based on the model illustrated in Fig. 3.6, and are given
below for SFDR and TSD, considering only typical HFB ADC designs,
(3.32a)
(3.32b)
where equations (3.32a) and (3.32b) are for computing the SFDR and TSD with gain mismatch error and
Os and a are stopband and gain error, respectively. Equations (3.32c) and (3.32d) are for calculating
SFDR and TSD with phase mismatch error.
(3.32c)
(3.32d)
The equations (3.32a-d) were all derived based on the traditional perfect reconstruction conditions, which
simply states that the output signal is a scaled, delayed version of the input signal. In fact, equations (3.32a-
d) are the first equations derived for HFB ADC system in [9], and they were published in 1997. Previously,
it was shown in [19 ,44] that it is possible for digital filter banks including discrete-time HFBs (DT HFBs)
to achieve a PR and PMR, but it appears to be impossible for CT HFBs, if analog filter bank is assumed to
5 where a, (0)) is the frequency-dependent gain error and
6 d, (0)) is the frequency-dependent phase delay error. The periodicity of the ADC transfer function
A, (e}lO) can be shown explicitly using the mod function as follows:
Al (e jW ) = (1 + a
l
(0) mod 2n-))e- j(wmod 271)d,(wrnod2Jr)
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be realized utilizing only lumped elements. On the other hand, if the transmission lines are used as
components it would be possible to obtain CT HFBs with PR and PMR, since in this work we are
considering approximated PMR, i.e. we are considering the conditions utilized in [44] for lumped element
assumption. Moreover, it was also stated that if the processing unit between the analysis and synthesis filter
bank is not lossless, it is unnecessary to impose the filter bank not to introduce any errors at all. This has
been shown in literature that introducing small errors in the filter bank can significantly reduce arithmetic
complexity. In this work, NPMR is considered, this implies that, in terms of the magnitude distortion and
aliasing functions, they would approximate one and zero, respectively. Therefore, equations (3.32a-d)
would not be relevant to our filter bank design, in other words, in this work the procedures used in [44] will
be used to determine the bounds on SFDR for typical eT HFB designs.
In [44], the following errors gain and time-skew errors in HFB ADCs are considered. The bound on SFDR
is very important in filter bank design for HFB ADC systems, since the specification of the filters in the
filter bank based ADC can be determined easily, so that a certain requirement on SFDR of the converter is
met, provided the maximum gain and time-skew error magnitudes are given.
The gain and time-skew error model used in this dissertation is the same as in [44]. Considering that
quantization characteristics of the ADCs normally exhibit different gain as function of input signal.
Therefore, ignoring quantization noise does not have any impact. The model for the quantization in each
channel, i.e. channel I can be given as
(3.33)
where !1a, is a small static gain error and where At includes gain errors as well as the ones that are
introduced in the sampling circuitry. Time-skew errors on the other side come from deterministic errors in
the sampling instants of the sampling circuitry. The main difference between the TI systems and HFB
systems, in terms of the sampling, is that for TI-ADCs the sampling instants are distributed uniformly in
time. This implies that each converter in TI ADC architecture works with samples taken at uniformly
delayed instants, whereas in the HFB ADC architecture, all channels are sampled simultaneously. Ignoring
random sampling time uncertainty due to noise in the sampling switches, the sampling instants in TI ADC
and HFB ADC will deviate to some extent from ideal ones. Hence, the sampling instants will be
periodically non-uniformly distributed in time. This can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 3.7 for only M = 2








T 2T 3T 4T
Figure 3.7: (a) unifonn sampling and (b) periodic non-unifonn sampling.
The time-skew error can be either modeled by delaying the signals incident to the samplers or by skewing
the sampling instants. The model used here is
(3.34)
where ~tl are small static time-shifts of the signals in channel I before sampling. Considering the gain
and time-skew error models, the input and output relation can be easily derived, the steps for such
derivations is shown below.
When designing the hybrid filter bank the bandlimitation assumption should always be considered. Another
important note is that, if the filter bank has a PR, this implies that the actual aliasing in the overall ADC is
detennined by the anti-aliasing filter that must precede the filter bank. Thus, the aliasing is identical to that
of a conventional ADC that utilizes the same anti-aliasing filter. However, this is not the case for our
system, due to the presence of channel errors. This implies that the output signal will be somewhat
distorted. Taking into consideration the error model of gain and time-skew errors and ignoring
quantization. The frequency response of input and output relations becomes:
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M-I





=_1_ ~ X (J'OJ- j 21rr)H, (jOJ- j 21rr)c, (jOJ- j 21rr)
MTr~ {/ MT MY MT
(3.35)
It was shown in chapter 2 subsection 2.2 that rE [-(M -l),M -1] and OJT E [-1r, 1r], with (3.33)
and (3.34), (3.35), Y(ej(uT) can be restructured and be given as
. .. 1 M-I ~ ( 2trr)
Y(e.!(()l) = - I Vr(j{i))X" j{i)- j-
T r=-(M-I) MI
where
1 M-I ( 2 f (iW _ j 2Jrr)6J/V
r




If we ignore gain and time-skew errors, equation (3.37) becomes equation (2.11). Considering the usual
way of designing the CT HFB (this is given below)
1-60::;; 1~(}ev)l::;;1+60, IrI = 0
Iv;. (}ev)1 ::;; 61' Irl =1, ... ,M-l (3.38)
this means that the magnitude of the output signal frequency response is deviated from the magnitude of the
input signal frequency response with less than 50 and the magnitude of the aliasing terms also deviates
with less than 51' One of the known ways in literature that could be used to expand (3.35), which is the
time-skew error model, is to use the Taylor series expansion. Then (3.37) can be rewritten as:
~ 1 M-I ( 21r1'); ..
v,(jOJ) =-IH1 jOJ- j- ,(eJWT)(l+c(L\a"L\t,))
M '=0 MY
where c(L\.a" L\t,) is defined as
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(3.39)
oc 1 [( 2JrlJM ]nc(f:J.a"M,)=f:J.a,+(l+f:J.Q,)L, j mT-- -'
11=1 n. M T
Expanding (3.39), it can be rewritten as
(3040)
(3 AI)
TIlerefore this expansion of (3041) illustrates that Vr (jOJ) can be defined in terms of (2.11) as follows,
(3042)
where ~ (jOJ) is exactly (2.11) as shown in (3043)
(3043)
~ ~
Based on the above derivation of v,. (jOJ) , the bounds on v,. (jOJ) can also be derived. In this work,
the considered eT HFB divides the frequency range of the input signal uniformly; we do not consider the
octave case. Since the magnitude responses of the filters are very important in the design of HFB, they are
also part of the equations of the bounds on IV;. (jOJ)I ' this is required in order to be able to derive the
bounds on the minimum SFRD. First of all, let us introduce !:!.r which is defined in terms of the Taylor
expansion represented by (3040) as follows,
(3.43)
Ignoring all terms above of order two, !:!.r can be now defined as
(3.44)
where q(r) is given by,
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q(r) =
I~tll:ax 2 r = 0
2 Jr,
T
I ~ 12 2t, max Jr (3M _ 2)2 ,
T 2 M
r = 1, ... ,M -1
(3.45)
1 M-I ( 2 f. . Jrr j(oT
even this term M t; H, JOJ - J MT I (e )c(~a" M,)) , in (3.42). It can be
bounded in terms of ~rmax as follows:
1 M -I ( 2Jrrf .T-I H, jOJ- j- I(e]fJJ )c(~a"M,)) ::::;
M 1=0 MT
~rmax J...I H, (jOJ- j 2Jrr lr-1(ejfJJT)c(~al,MI))
M 1=0 MT r
= ~rmaxD(OJT,r)
(3.45)
where ~rmax is defined in (3.44). The values of D(OJT, r) depends on r. For instance, if r =0 this
means, we are left with the unshifted version of H, (jOJ). This gives information about the passband
frequencies, i.e. D(OJT,O) illustrates that for any passband frequency there is one term, for which the
filters H, (jw) and G, (e)(OT) have their passbands simultaneously and, hence the maximum value of
their product can be given as
(3.47)
where wT E of passband and I =0, ... ,M -1. The other M -1 terms have also their stopband
simultaneously. Thus, if r =0, we have
(3.48)
where Os is the stopband ripple of the filters.
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Then, for transition band it's slightly different because it involves two terms from D(wT, 0) for which
the filters, H, (jw) and GJej(vT) have transition bands simultaneously" The maximum value of the sum
of their product is given as
(3.49)
I I Z" 0 M 1 z· -+ I and .r·'T E of transition band. The other M - 2 terms have also theirw lere , = ,... , -,"'" U.I
stopband simultaneously. Thus, if r = °,we have
(3.50)
(3.49) and (3.50) means that for any passband frequency there will be two terms, which are product of a
passband and a stopband response, while the other M - 2 terms will be the products of two stopband
responses. Thus,
(3.51 )
where OJT E of passband and be is the passband ripple of the filters. Again for any frequency in the
transition band there are two terms in D(OJT,r) (for which it is for r"* 0), this implies that the shifted
version of HJjOJ) and G, (ej(VT) have the transition bands simultaneously and the maximum value can
be computed by the following relation
max
-5- 4
HI (Ja>- : )GJej@T) +
HI (Ja>- : )IH;(Ja»G;(ej @T)1
-1
(3.52)
where I, i = 0, ... ,M -1, i "* I and wT E of transition band, while the other M - 2 terms
simultaneously have their stopbands. Thus,
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6.,-max D(OJT, r) ::::; (1 + 64 + (M - 2)6; )~,-max (3.53)
Using triangle inequality, considering (3.39) to (3 ..53), for V,-, then applying triangle inequality, the
following holds,
1v.1 . -~ ,,,D(OJT,r)::::;\Vr(jOJ)I::::;IVrl . +~rmaxD(OJT,r)1 mm rffiu..X mm
(3.54) implies that IVrl can, then be bounded according to
1- 60 - ~o ::; IVo(jm)\ ::; 1+ 60 + ~o ' \rI =0
1~(jm)l::; 61 + ~r' Irl = 1, ... ,M-1
(3.54)
(3.55)
for every angular frequency OJ, where ~o ' ~r in (3.55) can be defined explicitly for passband and
transition band as in (3.56) which is for r =0 and (3.57) is for r * 0
~OP = (1 + 62 +(M -1)65
2
)6.o01ax
~Ol = (1 +63 + (M - 2)6: )6.o01ax
OJT E passband
OJT E transtion band
(3.56)
~rp = (265(1 +6c ) +(M - 2)65
2
)~r01ax mT E passband
~rl = (1 +64 + (M - 2)65
2
)~rmax mT E transtion band
(3.57)
where 62 ,63 ,64 are given by (3.47), (3.49), (3.52), respectively, and 65 and 6e are the stopband and
passband ripples of the filters, respectively. Using (3.55) to (3.57), the lower bounds on the SFDR of hybrid
filter bank ADCs can be obtained for passband and transition band frequencies. Minimum SFDR for HFB
ADCs, for passband can be found as follows,
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min {IVr=o(JOJ)I}1OO.05SFDR ~ __'""'-__--:,.:-
max {IVr (jOJ )!}
> 1- 60 - ~op
- 61 + ~rp
and the minimum SFDR for HFB ADCs, for transition band can be obtained as
(3.58)
(3.59)
to illustrate the numerical approximated values, we only consider to a first order the SFDR expressions,
which can for HFB ADC can be approximated as
lOo.05SFDR ~ min {IVr=o Um)I}
max {IVrUm)l}
1-5 -Ll> ° Omax
- 51 + 25sLlrmax
Equation (3.60) is for passband case and (3.61) is for the transition band case.
1OO.05SFDR ~ min {Ivr=o (ja>)I}
max {IVr (j £u)I}









Table 3.1: Numerical values for typical CT HFB Designs
parameter Case A Case B Case C Case D
M 2 2 2 2
°0
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
°1 0.00011 0.00011 0.00011 0.00011
°2 0.0012 0.0012
0.0012 0.0012
0, 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012.-
°4
0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
1~,lrn1X IT 0.0029 0.0029 0.0029 0.0029
1&l,lmax 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018
0" 0.Q1 0.01 0.01 0.005
0, 0.01 0.02 0.03155 0.01
SFDl?y[dB] > 31.161679 > 31.161679 >31.161679 > 31.161679
SFD~[dB] > 63.488657 > 58.271861 > 54.626383 > 63.488659
The numerical values in table 3.1 illustrate that as we decrease the stopband ripple of the filters, the
increase SFDR (denoted in the table 3.1 as SFDR
p
) is achieved at the passband frequencies by utilizing
the HFB ADCs, whereas at the crossover point in the transition band the worst case SFDR (denoted in the
table 3.1 as SFDR/) is the same. In order to decrease effect of mismatch errors in general systems,
incorporating parallel ADCs, tuning, offline or online can be done. This has significant advantage, since for
TI ADCs, tuning needs to be performed in the whole frequency band of interest, whereas for HFB ADCs,
tuning is only required at some few frequency points in the transition regions, only if the improvement in
SFDR is sufficient in passband regions. Moreover, in the HFB ADCs, the sampling in the channels takes
place simultaneously, which has a significant advantage in comparison to TI ADCs system, which requires
the generation of uniformly distributed sampling instants. This fact implies that the HFB ADC system will
always have smaller sampling instant errors, thus, achieving smaller time-skew errors in HFB ADCs as
compared to TI ADCs. Case D in table 3.1 is for our specification.
3.4 Summary
We discussed in this chapter efficient design procedures for CT HFB. Thereafter we investigated different
methods that were used previously in literature to match the frequency response of analog filters with the
digital ones. This matching if it is not done properly, would cause the complexity of the filters in terms of
the order of analog filter to becomes too high and unacceptable. We also discussed the noise in the filter
bank due to quantization, considering the case of multirate filter bank ADC, in comparison to conventional
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ADC. Lastly, we discussed the types of mismatch errors, and showed that they are attenuated in HFB ADC.
We derived then and showed how we can attain lower bound of SFDR of HFB ADCs for passband and
transition band frequencies. We concluded the chapter by presenting the numerical values for typical design
of CT HFB. In the subsequent chapters we will present our proposed system. The conclusions of chapter 4
together with the conclusions of chapter 5 are presented in a table form at the section that gives the
summary of results. Since chapter 4 forms the basis of comparison for our proposed system.
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED HYBRID ANALOGIDIGITAL FILTER BANKS
STRUCTURES FORSDR
Hybrid analog/digital multirate filter bank incorporates an analysis filter bank and a synthesis filter bank. In
our case however, the analysis filter bank is analog filters and the synthesis filter bank is discrete time. The
two-channel hybrid analog/digital filter bank ADC is shown in Fig. 4.1. This filter bank finds applications
in high-speed and high-resolution analog-to-digital converters. This scheme is a generalization of time-
interleaved ADCs, where the utilization of filter banks is to reduce the distortion, mainly caused by gain
and time-skew mismatch errors [9, 10, 19, 44, 45]. In this dissertation the analog filters are to be
implemented using lumped elements as in [10]. When using such analog filters, it is not known at this point
in time how to achieve PR and PMR. There are also no known literature, which deals with analog filters
utilizing lumped elements that achieve PR and PMR. Therefore, in this work, we are considering
approximated PMR. According to [10] there is no reason to use exact PR and PMR filter banks, since the
desired frequency response of the analog filters cannot be implemented exactly. In addition to that, we
cannot rely on the design procedures of digital filter banks as shown in chapter 2. In the case of CT HFB
ADC, only a few publications dealing with hybrid analog/digital filter banks exist. This causes a lot of
difficulties in deriving efficient design procedures. Some of the design techniques, such as the ones given
in [9], results in analog filters of much higher order and complexity than necessary. This is because the
analog filters are designed after the digital filters have been optimized and fixed. It is shown in [10] that
this will cause problems, since it is very difficult to implement wide band analog filters with high accuracy,
especially for high order filters. Design approaches where the synthesis filters are designed after analysis
filters have been designed and fixed, have been addressed in [9], however, only approximated PR filter
banks were considered. This results in digital synthesis filters of higher order and complexity than
necessary if the specifications of an application at hand allow phase distortion. This was also addressed in
[10] in detail. The authors of [10] concluded that digital filters designed by using non-linear optimization
methods straightforwardly, may cause problems. In particular, it may be difficult to find good solutions in
tenns of small distortion and aliasing since locally optimal solutions can be obtained that are far from the
global optimal solutions. Recently, a case of approximated PMR was published but it suffered the problem
of having digital filters of higher order. Moreover, the proposed approximated PMR in [10] didn't consider
the case where the filters have sharp roll-off; this results in digital synthesis filters of higher order again.
From the above discussion, it is clear that there is a need for new filter banks and design techniques for
hybrid analog/digital filter banks. In this section we are considering a conventional two-channel hybrid
analog/digital filter bank, for approximately PMR (or near PMR) which is denoted in literature as NPMR.
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In the next chapter, the proposed structures based on FRM are presented, which deals with the problem of
reducing the order of digital filter bank as well as its complexity in general.
In our work, as in [10], the filter bank design is performed by first optimizing the analog and then with the
analysis filters fixed, optimizing the digital synthesis filters. By designing the analysis filters and synthesis
filters separately, it is possible to obtain analysis filters of very low order and complexity, which is the
method followed in this work. This way of designing the analysis and synthesis filters separately produces
low overall complexity. In this work the analysis filters are equiripple filters. In [10], it is stated that for
approximated PMR hybrid analog/digital filter banks, the synthesis filters can be designed using linear
programming, which ensures optimal synthesis filters. We follow however another design procedure when
designing and optimizing the synthesis filters, the procedure we are using will be explained in detail under
filter bank design in subsequent sections.
4.1 Two-Channel Hybrid Analog and Digital (FIR) Filter Bank
For two-channel hybrid analog/digital filter banks, it is assumed that the input signal is bandlirnited to
1a>1 < ;r / T . This simply means that the Nyquist criterion for sampling with effective sampling frequency
of 1/ T without aliasing is accomplished.
A;,(k)






Figure 4.1: Two-channel hybrid analog/digital filter bank ADC
Ignoring the quantizations, the frequency responses of the input and output signals of M -channel filter









For two-channel (M =2) filter bank as shown in Fig. 4.1, the input and output signals of the filter bank




The functions Vo(jOJ) and V; (jOJ) are distortion and aliasing frequency responses, respectively.
A perfect magnitude reconstruction (PMR) case is obtained if the magnitude response of the distortion
function is constant and the aliasing function is zero as shown in equation (2.6), therefore the condition is
written as
IVo(jOJ)! = k, IOJTI ~ Jr
V;(jOJ)=O, IOJTI~Jr
(4.6)
PMR filter bank is possible with discrete-time HFB, but it is not yet known how this (PMR filter bank) can
be accomplished or achieved for continuous-time HFB, when the analog analysis filter bank are
implemented using lumped elements. Therefore, approximated PMR or NPMR has a different condition for
distortion function as shown in equation (4.7), provided the requirement on the approximately linear phase
response of the distortion term is relaxed, then a NPMR is obtained according to
IVo(jw)1 ~ k,
Iv; (jOJ)1 ~ 0,
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(4.7)
This section introduces CT HFBs, and thoroughly gives some expressions for the frequency responses
which are very lIseful in the filter design. The analysis filters, as well as the synthesis filters, follows similar
design procedures as in [10].
4.1.1 Analysis Filters
Let us express the transfer functions of the analog lowpass and highpass analysis filters as follows
(4.8)
where Ao (s) and Al (s) are stable all-pass filters with orders denoted by NLP and NHP . The order of
valued polynomial coefficients each. Moreover, one of NLP and NHP is always odd and the other always
even, which simply means N is odd. The transfer functions of Ao (s) and Al (s) can then be expressed
as follows:
k =0,1 (4.9)
Letting the analog filters be expressible as a sum and difference of two all-pass filters is not a severe
restriction, since, it is known that the standard approximations i.e. Elliptic, Chebyshev in odd-order case
can be expressed in this way. In fact, all analog filters with odd characteristics function, can be written in
this way [10, 46]. The frequency responses of Ho(jm) and HI (jm) can then be given as:
-( <'1>0 (liJ)+<'1>1 (liJ) )
HO (jm) =e} 2 HOR(m)
-( <'1>0 ( liJ)+<'1>1 (liJ) )
HI (jm) = je} 2 HIR(m)




where <I>a (CtJ) and <I> I (CtJ) represent the phase responses of Aa (s) and Al (s) , respectively.
4.1.2 Synthesis Filters
Let us express the transfer functions of the analog lowpass and highpass synthesis filters as follows





( e)WT) = 2F:
q
( e)WT)F; (e)wT) (4.12)
where in general for approximated PR, the filter F,,'1 (e jWT ) is an Ne'l th order non-linear phase finite-
impulse response (FIR) filter and Fa (e jWT ) and F; (e jwT ) are NFth order linear phase FIR filters. The
basic role of Fc'l (e jWT ) is to equalize the phase distortion, hence, it is known as the phase equalizer,
whereas Fa (e jWT ) and F; (ej{uT) are normally used to shape the magnitude response. The frequency
response of Fa (ej{uT) and F.. (ej{uT) can then be given as
(4.13)
where FaR (CtJT) and F..R (CtJT) are zero-phase frequency responses, respectively and can be written as
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(4.14)




(e.iwT)1 and <I> cq (UJT) are the magnitude and phase response of F:/e.iWT ), respectively.
Equation (4.12) is a general case for designing for approximated PR. Since we are working on
approximated PMR in this work, FCq (e.i(uT) must be taken as F/!(j (e.i
WT ) =1, by doing so NMPR can
easily be achieved. In such case, equation (4.12) becomes,
for NPMR HFB class.
4.1.3 Distortion and Aliasing
Go (e jWT ) = 2Po(e jwT )
G1(e
jWT
) = 2E; (e jWT ) (4.16)
With analysis and synthesis filters as given in (4.8) to (4.14) in the previous subsections, the distortion and
aliasing function can be given as
. j( <1>(J(W)+<1>I;W)-NFWT)
V"aCJm) = e VOR(m)
. j( <1>(J( W-JrIT)+<1>,;W-Jr1n-NFWT)
V; CJm) = e V;R (m)
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(4.17)
where VOR (UJ) and ~R (UJ) are real functions, derived as follows
VOR(m) =H OR (m)FOR (mT) - H 1R (m)F;R (mT)
~R (m) = H OR (m - Jr / T)FOR (mT)
- H 1R (m - Jr / T)F;R (mT)
(4.18)
Due to our class of filter bank, which is NPMR CT HFB, and taking (4.7) into consideration, we can
consider VoR(UJ)and ~R(UJ)instead of Vo(jUJ)and ~(jUJ). This implies that if, for example,
\VolI(UJ)1 and I~R(UJ)I, approximate one and zero, respectively, so do IVo(UJ)I and I~ (UJ)I· Therefore,
from (4.17), we get the following
(4.19)
4.2 Filter Bank Design
4.2.1 Design of the Analog Analysis Filters
In our case the requirements on Ho(jUJ) and H,(jUJ) in terms of frequency selectivity, passband and
stopband attenuations are normally set by the desired ADC performance. Since Ho (jUJ) and H
J
(jUJ) are
designed by taking the sum and the difference of two stable all-pass filters Ao (s) and Al (s) as mentioned
in previous subsection, it is enough to just design either Ho (jUJ) or HI (jUJ) . However, the chosen one
must be designed in such a way that both filters satisfy their respective requirements, i.e. the two
filters Ho (jUJ) and HI (jUJ) should be complementary filters. This means that the absolute value of the
sum of Ho(jUJ) and Hj(jOJ) frequency response equals one, i.e.
(4.20)
Furthermore, since low filter order is of high priority, the filters used in filter bank design are equiripple




:S;1, WE [0, Jr IT - W,]
\HO(jW)!2 :S; 8,2, WE[w"JrIT]
(4.21 )
and
1- 8; ~ [HI (jw)12~ 1, cu E [ W" Jr IT]
IHI(jw)1
2
:s; 8;, WE [0, Jr IT - CU,] (4.22)
The approximation problem of finding suitable or reasonable Ho(}w) and HI (jw) can be solved in
various methods. One method is to use standard tabulated filters with suitable passband and stopband
attenuation which could be done easily using MATLAB. Then, if there is a requirement of finding a filter
that would achieve transmission zero pair at, for instance ±jJrI T a frequency transformation can be
performed to achieve such condition.
4.2.2 Design of the Digital Synthesis Filters
For synthesis filters, let's suppose the following specifications of distortion Vo(jw) and aliasing terms
~ (jw),
1-01 ~1~(jcu)12 ~1+01' CUE [O,JrIT]
1~(jcu)12 ~02' CUE [O,JrIT]
(4.23)
The synthesis filters FoCej(oT) and F; Cej(OT) are then optimized or designed in such a way that distortion
~(jw)and aliasing terms ~(jw)meet the requirements of (4.23). To optimize FaCejwT ) and
F;Ce
jwT
), the relations given by (4.19) are considered, which restates the specifications of (4.23), since
NPMR is considered. Thus, (4.23) becomes
1- 01 ~ ~R(cuT) ~ 1+ 01'
-02 ~ ~R(cuT) ~ 02'
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cuT E [O,Jr]
cuT E [O,Jr] (4.24)
Therefore, if VoR(cuT) and ~R(cuT)satisfy equation (4.24), then IVo(e)'''T)1 and 1~(e)'''T)1 are also
satisfying (4.24). The filters Fe (e)'''T) and F; (e)'"T) can for a given filter order, be easily designed such





-17N+1 51 /52 + L TJ1R1(l, (1)k T )R2(l, (1)kT ) ~ 1
1=0
N
-TJN+151/52 - L 171 RI (l, (1)kT )R2(l,(1)kT ) ~-1
1=0
N
-TJN+l + LTJ1RI (l, (1)kT )R3(l, (1)kT ) ~ 0
1=0
N
-TJN+l - L TJ1R1(I, (1)kT)R2 (l,(1)kT ) ~ 0
1=0
(4.25)
where all 7], 's 1= O,l, ... ,N + I are free unlalOwn parameters, and with R2 (l,UJk T) and R3 (l,UJk T) given
by
(
<1>O(CU)-<1>\(CU») 0 1 N-1cos , ::;::;--
2 2






2 ' - - 2
. (<1>O(CU-JrIT)-<1>\(CU-JrIT)) N +1-sm --<I<N
2 ' 2 - -
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(4.27)
The above expressions for LP problem are the special case that occurs when there are no requirements on
the phase response of the distortion function. The linear programming in (4.25) can be efficiently solved
with the help of simplex method, which is implemented in MATLAB's optimization toolbox by linprog.m.
In general, the problem in (4.25) must be solved a number of times, with increasing or decreasing values of
N in order to find the minimum-order filter that satisfies (4.25). Another altemative method to LP is to
utilize the well-known techniques such as the windowing method and the frequency-sampling method- the
details of these techniques are given in [2, 3, 4]. However, they also have some minor disadvantages. A
major problem is a lack of precise control of the critical frequencies, such as cut off frequencies of
stopband and passband. In other words, these techniques, in particular windowing method, do not permit
individual control over the approximation errors in different bands. For many applications, better filters
result from a minimax strategy (minimization of the maximum error). Such designs can be achieved
utilizing algorithmic techniques. In this work we consider a particular effective and widely used
algorithmic procedure for the design of FIR filters with a generalized linear phase. It is convenient first to
consider the design of a zero-phase filter, i.e. hdn] =hd-n], the corresponding frequency response is
given then by
NI2
Ak(e}W) =hk[O] +L 2hk[n]cos(am)
n=l
(4.28)
A casual system can thereafter be obtained from hk [n] by delaying it by NI 2 samples. The resulting
system has impulse response
and a frequency response
h[n] = hk [n - N /2] = h[N - n] (4.29)
(4.30)
Let's consider the case of a lowpass filter with a real function Ak (e
lftJ
) , where zero is to be approximated
in the band w, ~ Iwl ~;r with a maximum absolute error of (j2' and unity is approximated in the band
o~ Icvl ~ cvp with a maximum absolute error (j, ( CVs and cvI' denote stopband edge frequency and
passband edge frequency, respectively). An algorithmic technique for designing a filter to meet these
specification for lowpass filter must, in effect, systematically vary the (N /2+1) unconstrained impulse
response values hk [n], where 0 ~ n ~ N " 2 . Design algorithms have been developed in literature e.g. [4]
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(see chapter 7 section 7.4 for details). In this work we consider only the Parks-McClean algorithm, the
details of this algorithm can be found at [2, 3, 4]. Basically, Parks-McClean algorithm is based on
reformulating the filter design problem as a problem in polynomial approximation. The term cos(am) in
(4.28) can be expressed as a sum of powers of cos(w) in the form of
cos(wn) =T" (cos w) where Tn (x) is an nth -order polynomial given as
Tn(x) =cos(ncos- I x) (4.31)
where T,,(x) is a Chebyshev polynomial. Equation (4.28) can then be expressed as an Eh - order







where at'S are constants that are related to hk [11], the values of the impulse response with the substitution
x =cosw, and L =N /2. We can express (4.32) as
A (e jaJ ) - p(x)1
k - x=coSaJ






The key to gaining control over wp and Ws is to fix them at their desired values and let 8) and 82 vary.
To formalize the approximation problem let us define an approximation error function
(4.35)
where the weighting function W(w) incorporates the approximation error parameters into the design
process. In this design technique, the error function E(w), the weighting function W(w), the desired
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frequency response Ht! (e jW ) are defined only over closed subintervals of 0 ~ OJ ~ " . The approximating
function Adej,U) is not constrained in the transition region(s), and it may take any shape necessary to
achieve the desired response in the other subintervals. Assume as an example, we want to obtain an
approximation for a lowpass filter, i.e.
oS; Cl) S; Cl)p
Cl)s S; Cl) S; 1r
(4.36)
the weighting function allows us to weight the approximation error differently in the different
approximation intervals. For the lowpass filter approximation problem, the weighting function is
(4.37)
with this weighting, the maximum weighted absolute approximation error is 8 =82 in both bands. The
criterion utilized in this procedure is known as Minimax or Chebyshev criterion, where within the
frequency intervals of interest, that is the passband and stopband. We seek a frequency response Ak (e
jW
)
that minimizes the maximum weighted approximation error of equation (4.35), stated more formally, the
best approximation is to be found in the sense of
min (maXIE((1})I)
{hdn]:O~n~N /2} OJEF
where F is the closed subset of 0 ~ OJ ~" such that 0 ~ OJ ~ OJp and OJs ~ OJ ~ " . This algorithmic design
utilizes alternation theorem (details in [4]). The alternation theorem gives necessary and sufficient
conditions on the error for optimality in the Chebyshev or minimax sense. In this work, instead of using LP
as in [10), we are using this alternative approach (as explained above). Standard MATLAB functions are
used from the filter design toolbox to optimize the filters used in our system.
4.3 Design Example
In this section, we demonstrate by means of a design example the proposed filter banks. This example
considers the design o( a two-channel NPMR CT hybrid filter bank. We start by designing the analysis
filters to meet (4.21) and (4.22). The specifications of the analysis filters in terms of the stopband edge
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frequency and stopband attenuation is (J), = 0.50l1r IT and 5, = 0.01, where the transition width is
~ =0.002 . The specifications are satisfied by using a seventeenth-order filter pair. The magnitude response
of the analysis filters are shown in Fig. 4.4. With the analysis filters fixed, the synthesis filters are
optimized by using the method described in section 4.2 under Design of the digital Synthesis Filters with
F'"" (ej,"T) =1, so that the distortion and aliasing satisfy the conditions for the NPMR filter bank design.
The specifications are satisfied using a filter pair of order N = 1945. The magnitude responses of the
synthesis filters are shown in Fig. 4.4 and the resulting magnitude responses of the distortion and aliasing
functions are shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: Magnitude responses of the Lowpass (top) and Highpass (bottom) of digital synthesis filters
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Figure 4.5: Magnitude responses of the distortion function (top) and aliasing function (bottom)
4.4 Two-Channel Hybrid Analog and Digital (HR) Filter Bank
This section introduces another class of two-channel NMPR HFB that uses HR synthesis filter bank. It
utilizes the same analysis filter bank as the previous one in section 4.1 but uses HR synthesis filters instead
of FIR for the synthesis filter bank. Utilizing HR filters instead of FIR, is another way of reducing the
computational complexity. The transfer functions of the analysis filter are exactly the same as in section
4.1. We consider the same equations from 4.8 till 4.11 for analysis filter bank.
4.4.1 Synthesis Filters
Let's express the transfer functions of the digitallowpass and highpass synthesis filters as follows
G (e/ OJT ) = F;n(e}OJT)
1 FD(e jOJT ) (4.42)
where FOn (e}(oT) , F..n (e}rvT) and FD(e}roT) can be represented as
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Nn
Fo(eJOJT ) = 'I!o(k)e-JOJTk,
k=O
Nn
F; (eJOJT ) = 'If; (k)e-JOJTk
k=O
ND
FD(eJOJT ) = 'IfD(k)e-JOJTk
k=O
(4.43)
In (4.43) the numerator polynomial order denoted asNn is always odd, and Jo(k) and J.Jk)are
symmetric and anti symmetric, respectively, i.e. Jo(k)=fo(Nn-k) and J;(k)=-J;(Nn-k),
k =0,1, ... , N
n







Fi (e}OJT) = je- J 2 FiR (OJT)
FD(e}OJT) = e}<DFD (OJT) IFD(e}OJT)1
(4.44)
where <D FJ) (OJT) is the phase response of FD(e
jtOT ) and FOR (OJT) and F;R (OJT) are the real-valued
zero-phase functions as given in [2].
4.4.2 Distortion and Aliasing
With analysis and synthesis filters as given in (4.40) to (4.44) in the previous subsections, the distortion and
aliasing function can be given as




Due to our class of filter bank, which is NPMR HFB, and taking (4.7) into consideration, we can consider
VoR(m)and V;R(m) instead of VO(jm) and V;(jm). This implies that if, for example, IVoR(m)land
IV;R(m)! ' approximates one and zero, respectively, so do IVo(m)1 and Iv; (m)l· Therefore from (4.46), we
obtain the following
(4.47)
4.5 Filter Bank Design
4.5.1 Design of the digital Synthesis Filters
The design of the analog analysis filters is exactly the same as in section 4.2. For synthesis filters let's
assume the following specifications of distortion VaR (m) and aliasing terms V;R (m)
1- 6) ~ VoR(wT) ~ 1,
-62 ~ V;R(mT) ~ 62 ,
wT E [O,Jr]
wT E [O,Jr] (4.34)
If VaR (mT) and V;R (mT) satisfy equation (4.34), then IVo(e}alT)1 and IV; (e}alT)1 are also satisfied.
In this work, instead of using linear programming (LP) and non-linear programming (NLP) as in [5], we
use recently developed HR Halfband filters, details of the design of these HR Halfband filter is given in
[47-51]. This is due to the limitations with the use of standard MATLAB functions like eIlip.m, which
comes from the fact that, this function is based on the Jacobi elliptic sn function given as follows in
MATLAB, [sn,cn,dn]=ellipj(U,M), where M is a parameter 0 < M < I and U is a real argument. The
function eIlipj (U, M) is accurate to eps = 2.220446049250313e-016 in MATLAB. Then for larger
stopband attenuation, ellipj.m returns an. error because some parameters may become too small in the
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optimization routines, and the argument U becomes a complex number. Hence, that is the reason we are
using the design procedure given in [47-51].
4.6 Design Example
In this section, we demonstrate by means of a design example, the proposed filter bank. This example
considers the design of a two-channel NPMR eT hybrid filter bank with the HR synthesis filters.
First, a seventeenth-order power complementary analog filters pair is designed with minimized and equal
stopband attenuation and with stopband edges at (Us = 0.5017r / T and stopband attenuation tSs =0.01 ,
where the transition width is ~ =0.002. To design and optimize the HR synthesis filters, we used a
different approach. Instead of using design approach available on MATLAB for discrete-time HR filters,
which resulted with high orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials, yielding the lowest overall
complexity, turned out to be 17 , we used efficient HR halfband filters as mentioned before. With such
efficient halfband filters we obtained the magnitude response of synthesis filters as shown in Fig 4.7. The
orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials, yielding the lowest overall complexity, turned out to
be 9 for the lowpass filter and 8 for the highpass filter. The magnitude responses of the synthesis filters are
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Figure 4.8: Magnitude responses of the distortion function (top) and aliasing function (bottom)
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CHAPTERS
FREQUENCY-RESPONSE MASKING APPROACH (FRM)
TECHNIQUE
The multirate approach is normally used to improve the computational efficiency of digital filters. In this
chapter, the basics of the FRM approach are described in detail. Firstly the simple case when the filter is
restricted to be a narrow-banded is described, and then the more general case for arbitrary bandwidth
design, which is used in our design procedures. For multirate systems half-band filters are of particular
importance, in the proposed system, halfband filters are used for two-channels.
Digital filters with sharp transition bands are difficult and sometimes impossible to implement using
conventional structures. Finite-impulse response (FIR) filters are well known to have good properties, like
stability and possibility to have exact linear-phase. However, there is one major drawback, namely a
rapidly increasing filter order for filters with narrow transition band. The filter order can be estimated using
the formula
(5.1 )
where WeT is the passband edge, wsT is the stopband edge of the filter, and q is a constant depending




Equation (5.1) implies that the filter order N is inversely proportional to the width of the transition band.
Therefore, for filter specifications with sharp cutoff, the cost of a regular FIR filter might be very
expensive. One solution to this problem is to use the FRM approach. The application of the frequency-
response masking technique for implementing a sharp FIR with arbitrary bandwidth was first introduced in
Lim (1986) for FIR filters. The aim of the approach was to reduce the complexity of the FIR filter. FRM
technique was later extended to recursive filters in Johansson and Wanhammar (1997,2000), respectively.
5.1 Narrow-Band Filter Design
The principle of a narrow-band filter design utilizing the FRM technique is shown in Fig. 5.2. and the
Structure is illustrated in Fig. 5. I. G(ZM) and Gm (z) are known in literature as periodic model filter and
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masking filter, respectively. According to Fig. 5.1, G(ZM) is modified to have a periodicity of
27r / M instead of 27r . This is similar to inserting M -1 zeros between the impulse response values
ofg(n) , resulting in the transfer function G(ZM ) . The images produced by G(ZM) are eliminated by
the masking filter. For the lowpass filter the masking filter is lowpass, for the bandpass the masking filter is
bandpass and for the narrow-band filter the transfer function is expressed in the form [11, 12, 52]
(5.3)
Figure 5.1: Block diagram ofnarrow-band filter design utilizing the FRM technique
Typical magnitude response of a narrow-band filter design is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The overall filter
represented by equation (5.3) is restricted to have a narrow-band bandwidth. For instance, for a lowpass
filter, the stopband edges is restricted as
(5.4)
Fig. 5.2 shows a method of deriving sharp filters from filters with much wider transition bands. This simple
FRM approach suffers a serious difficulty, while replacing every delay in G(z) by M delays, which
reduces the transition width by a factor of M , the passband bandwidth is also reduced by the same factor.
It is thus only suitable for narrow-band design. It can also be illustrated that the interpolated FIR (lFIR) is a
special case of this FRM technique where the frequency response of the interpolator belongs to the same
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Figure 5.2 Frequency response masking technique; for narrow-band filter design
5.2 Arbitrary Bandwidth Filter Design
It is necessary to first discuss the concept of complementary filters, in order to explain the principle of
obtaining an arbitrary bandwidth filter design. Taking the complement of a transfer function can be easily
shown using systems with a real frequency response. Fig. 5.3 illustrates a structure whose inner system,





Figure 5.3: Block diagram illustrating complementary concept
Doing the analysis ofFig.5.3, the following is always true
Y(e jW ) =[1- H(e jW )]. X(e jW )
=Hc(e jW ). X(e jW )
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(5.5)
Therefore, the complementary transfer function is
This means, it is the I's complement of the transfer function H(e jfQ ). Complementing can be used to
detive a new transfer function from an old transfer function. This process will be used in explaining the
design of arbitrary bandwidth design utilizing FRM technique. The following is then true, two
filters G(z) and Gc (z) are said to be complementary only if the absolute sum of their frequency response
equals one,
To present the principle of FRM approach for arbitrary case, Fig. 5.4 is used. Lim (1986) introduced a more
general FRM technique based on the structure shown in Fig.5.4, which can handle filters with any
bandwidth. The basic idea is to compose the overall filter using several subfilters with very low orders,
namely, model filter, which is a bandedge shaping filter, its complementary and two masking filters. In this
structure a complementary filter in the second branch of the structure is included. This complementary
filter can be derived using Fig. 5.3 as shown in equation (5.5). Gc (ZM) is known as complementary
periodic model filter and G(ZM) as periodic model filter. Gm (z) and GmcCz) are called masking filters.
Figure 5.4 General structure of the FRM approach
The transfer function of the overall filter can be expressed as
(5.6)
where Gc (ZM) is the complementary of G(ZM) and Gm (z) and G
mc
(z) are masking filters. The filters
Gm (z) and Gmc (z) are actually masking out the wanted images of the periodic model filter. Typical
magnitude responses for model, periodic model, masking filters and overall filters are illustrated in Fig. 5.5
(a, b, c, d). The choice of model filter is dependent on the authors, based on the application they have at the
hand. For the proposed system in this dissertation, the model filter G(z) is a halfband filter as well as
Gc(z). Replacing each delay in the model filter G(z) and its complementary filter pair by M delays,
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periodic model filters are obtained respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). The boundary frequencies for the
masking filters and the overall filters are indicated in Fig. 5.5(c and d). The overall filter is obtained by
adding the outputs of the first and the second branch of Fig. 5.4.
Fig. 5.5 (c) illustrates the case when GmO(z) determines the transition band, this case is referred to as Case
I and Fig. 5.5(d) shows the case when GIIl1(z) determines the transition band, this case is referred to as
Case 2. Table-I and Table-II show the boundary frequencies for Case I and for Case 2.
TABLE 5.1: CASE I: BOUNDARY FREQUENCIES
FILTER
m" ms
Gm(z) (2kJr +wc.cT)/ M (2(k + l)n - (Os.eT) / M
Gmc(z) (2k1r-wc.eT)/ M (2kn + ms.eT) / M
H(z) (2k1C + wc,eT) / M (2k1C + ws.eT)/ M
TABLE 5.2: CASE 2: BOUNDARY FREQUENCIES
FILTER
H(z)
(2(k -1)1C +ws,eT)/ M
(2k1r - ws.eT) / M
(2k1r - ws,eT) / M
(2k1r - wc.eT) / M
(2k1r - wc,eT) / M
(2k1r + wc.c T) / M
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, mp and ms denote passband and stopband edges and k is a constant given
(5.7)
for Case 1, and for Case 2 by
(5.8)
In the filter design problem, mp and ms are always given and k, M, (Os,e' (Oc.e must be determined. For
M there is no known closed form of analytic expression for finding the optimum M [52]. However, a
good choice of M can still be obtained by simply estimating the filter complexity for each value and then
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finally choose theM, which corresponds to the lowest estimate (or which gives the minimum overall
complexity).
For proper filter design, the group delay of the masking filters must always be equal. In case if they are not
equal, leading delays must be added to the masking filter that has less length in comparison to the other
masking filter, to equalize their group delays. Another important point note is that the lengths of masking
filters must be either both even or both odd. To avoid the half sample delays, i.e. if the delay is given as
-x
Z , x can be anything depending on the choice of the complementary filter, (n -l)M must be even.
The transition width of the overall filter can then be chosen to equal one of the transition bands of either
periodic model filter or periodic complementary filter. Choosing the case which will give the minimum
overall complexity for £up and £Us andM , only one of Fig. 5.5(c) or (d), however, not both Fig. 5.5(c) and

































In [11] a lot of information is given about the choice of a complementary filter. The important note to
extract from [11] is the following; for filter bank design the case where G(z) and Gc(z) are power
complementary is favorable property and this can be show easily by using (5.10). For instance, NG '
which is the order of G(z) , can either be chosen as even or odd. In the case that it is even, the following is
true:
(5.12)
and in the case that it is odd:
(5.13)
(5.13) is preferred in filter bank design, due to its desired power complementary property.
5.3 Proposed HFB Structures for SDR Utilizing FRM
In this section we are using the FRM technique to implement the FIR synthesis filters. This is a class of
two-channel NMPR HFB class with FIR synthesis filter bank synthesized using frequency-response
masking (FRM) technique. This class utilizes same analysis filter bank as in section 4.1 and 4.2. The
synthesis filters are designed using similar halfband filters as in section 4.2 and McClellan-Parks-Rabiner's
algorithm is widely used in the design of the masking filters.
When designing linear-phase FIR filters, the most common approach to determine the filter coefficients
h(n), is to employ the McClellan-Parks-Rabiner's (MPR) algorithm. Instead of the filter coefficients, the
extreme frequencies are optimized (the frequencies corresponding to the largest deviations from the desired
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function). This algorithm is very efficient from the complexity point of view, but has some restrictions
regarding the optimization constraints compared to the more general linear programming (LP). The MPR
algorithm gives the equiripple solution, which means that all ripples in a passband or stopband have the
same size and that the solution is a global optimum for a given filter order and specification.
In the frequency-response masking (FRM) approach, the transfer function of the overall filter can be given
as in [12,52]
(5.14)
FRM technique was first introduced as a means to reduce the arithmetic complexity of linear-phase FIR
filters with narrow transition bands. In this case, G(z) and Gc(z) are even-order linear-phase filters of
equal delays and form a complementary filter pair, whereas both Gm(z) and Gmc(z) are either even or odd-
order linear-phase filters of equal delays. These filters can be utilized directly to generate the synthesis
filters in the proposed filter bank scheme.
The configuration illustrated by Fig. 4.1 is taken as the conventional case as was explained in chapter 4, in
this section instead of using Go(z), lowpass filter and GJ(z), highpass filter as in Fig 4.1, we are
synthesizing these filter (Go (z) and GJ(z) ) utilizing FRM technique. In other words, Go (z) is designed or
synthesized by the structure given by Fig. 5.4, as well as G1(z). In simple terms we can say H(z) is an
equivalent filter to either Go(z) and G,(z), provided the overall filter H(z) is designed to be either
lowpass or highpass.
5.4 Proposed Filter Banks for Two-Channel Hybrid Analog and Digital (FIR FRM)
Filter Bank
This section gives some expressions for the frequency responses which are very useful in the filter design,
the analysis filter as well as the synthesis filters of the proposed filter banks, where the analysis and
synthesis filters are generated, based on the use of the frequency-response masking technique. This
proposed class utilizes same analysis filter bank as the previous one in section 4.1. The transfer functions of
the analysis filter are exactly the same as in section 4.1 ~ We consider the same equations from 4.8 till 4.11
for analysis filter bank.
5.4.1 Synthesis Filters
The design of the synthesis filters corresponding to Fig. 4.1 are given in details in section 4.1. In this
subsection we present the case where the synthesis filters are synthesized using FRM. It is necessary to first
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give the equation of the conventional case as shown in section 4.1. Since we are considering the NPMR
HFB, the corresponding equations for FigA.1 are given as
Go (e jWT ) = 2Fo(e
jOJT
)
G] (ejaJT ) = 2F; (ejevT ) (5.18)
Then instead of Go (ej(tJT) as in (5.18), we synthesize this lowpass filter by replacing 2Fo(ej(J)T) of
(5.18) with (5.14), which can be written as
Go (ej(tJT) =H(ej(tJT)




where G(ej(tJT), and Ge(ej(tJT) are model and complementary model filters, respectively and
Gm (ej(tJT), and Gme (ej(tJT) are masking filters. The frequency response of model, complementary and
masking filters can be written as
(5.20)
where GR(mT), GeR (mT), GmR (mT) , and GmeR (mT) represent the zero-phase frequency response of
G( i(tJT) G (j(tJT) G ( j(tJT) G (j(J)T)e' , e e , me, and me e , respectively.
•:. NG denotes the order of G(ej(tJT)
.:. N
G
is the order of G (ej(tJT)
III In
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To obtain G] (e llUT ) would be trivial because, we don't need to change the model filter and
complementary filter, we are only required to change the masking filters from lowpass to highpass. In other
words we change G (e llUT ) and G (e lmT ) to be highpass filters, then we end up with a, '-' m me ......
corresponding highpass filter to Go (e llUT ). Given the passband and stopband edges of the model filter
G(elruT ), denoted here by (Vc.eT and (Vs.eT, respectively
2kJr + wc.eT
w T = ----'-'..:.-
< M (5.21)
(5.22)
where (5.21) is for Case 1 design and (5.22) Case 2 design. The transition band of the model filter
G(elruT ) and complementary model filter Gc (e lmT ) always include Jr / 2 since these filters are to be
approximately power complementary. It is thus practical to let the sum of the passband and stopband edges
for these filters, as well as for the analysis and synthesis filters, to be equal to Jr. This implies the
following
(5.23)
In this work, M and subfilters are selected to satisfy the following rules:
.:. M is an odd integer, since JrM / 2 =2Jrk ±Jr / 2. This gives M =k +1 and M =k -1 for
Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. This can easily be deduced from (5.21) and (5.22).
•:. The model and its complementary filter, G(elWT ) , Gc (elruT ) are of even order Ne and linear
phase FIR filters, with Gc (e lmT ) being related to G(ellUT ) as Gc (z) =G(-z)
.:. The masking filters Gm (e lWT ) and Gmc (e
lWT
) can be of even order N Cm and linear phase FIR
filters or sometimes odd.
5.4.2 Distortion and Aliasing
With analysis and synthesis filters as given in (5.15) to (5.20) in the previous subsections, the distortion and
aliasing function can be given as
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. J( $0 (f<)+$1 (OJ)-2;MNGWT +NGWT))
VO(}m) =e VOR(m)
. J( $0 (w-Jr / T)+$j (W-Jr; T)-2(MNGwT+NGWT) (5.24)
V; (}m) = e V;R(m)
where VOR (m) and ~R (m) are real functions. To obtain the real function of the distortion and aliasing as
in (5.24), let's take masking filters in (5.19), which are lowpass filters given as Gm (e}WT) and
Gmc (e}ruT) , and introduce a new subscript for clarity lm and lme instead of m and me, which stands
for lowpass masking filters, i.e.
G (e JwT ) = G (eJwT )
In lm'
We can now denote the highpass masking filters as
and write the real function of fa (jm) and ~ (jm) as
G (eJOJT ) = G (e JwT )me lme
G (e jOJT ) = G (e jOJT )me hme
(5.25)
(5.26)
VOR(w) =HOR(w)[G(MwT)Grm(wT) + Gc (MwT)Grmc(wT)]-
H1R(W)[G(MwT)Ghm(wT) + Gc (MwT)Ghmc(wT)]
V';R(W) =HOR(w -;r /T)[G(MwT)Grm(wT) + Gc (MwT)Grmc(wT)]
- H1R(W -;r /T)[G(MwT)Ghm(wT) + Gc (MwT)GhmcCwT)]
(5.25)
Due to our class of filter bank, which is 1\rpMR HFB, and taking (4.7) into consideration, we can consider
~R (m) and ~R (m) instead of ~(jm) and ~ (jm) . This implies that if IfaR (m)1 and I~R (lU)1 ' say




5.5 Filter Bank Design
Design of the analog analysis filters in this proposed class (as delineated in section 5.4) utilizes same
analysis filter bank as in section 4. I. The transfer functions of the analysis filter are exactly the same as in
section 4.1. We consider the same equations from 4.8 till 4. I I for analysis filter bank.
Design of the digital Synthesis Filters
For synthesis filters, let the specification of Go (e)toT) be
I - be :::;IGo(ej,ur)I:::;1 + be' wT E [O,wJ]
IGo(e;",r)1 :::; b" wT E [ w,T, 7Z" ]
(5.27)
with OJeT and wsT satisfying the frequency symmetry condition, i.e. weT + wsT = 7Z" • Furthennore, the
magnitude of the distortion and aliasing is to meet
1- 60 ::s; IVORuOJ)I::s; 1
-61 ::s; IViRUUJ)1 ::s; 61
Then to meet the above specifications, we optimize G(e)WT) as follows
I - be.G:::;IG(eM)1 :::; 1+ bc.G' wT E [ 0, wc.GT]
IG(ei'Ur)1 :::; b,.r., wT E [ w,.GT, 7Z" ]
with
according to Fig. 5.6, and Gm (e)tOT) to meet the following criteria:
1- bc,G
m
S IGm (ej(J)T)1 S 1+ bc,G
m
' mT E [ 0, mc,G
m
TJ












, T and ())s.c", T given by








In this section, we demonstrate by means of a design example the properties and advantages of the
proposed filter banks. This example considers the design of a two-channel NPMR filter bank with the FIR
FRM synthesis filters. To design and optimize the FIR synthesis filters synthesized using FRM technique,
we use a different approach. Instead of using design approach available on MATLAB for designing and
optimizing FIR filters, we again use haltband filters as explained in section 5.2. These haltband filters are
more efficient than using standard remez.m from MATLAB. We considered the following specifications:
stopband edges at ills =0.501;r / T and stopband attenuation Os =0.01 , and transition width is t1 =0.002 ,
according to (5.27) to (5.31). In order to reduce the computational complexity, we optimized the model
filter and masking filters simultaneously. The orders of the FIR masking filters are roughly inversely
proportional to their transition width. Therefore, as M increases (see (5.14) for M), the complexity of the
model filter decreases, roughly, linearly with M whereas that of masking filters increases. Generally, the
trend is that the overall complexity will therefore reach a minimum for a certain value of M that needs not
be M = I . Utilizing these filters, we thus obtained an increased speed as well as a reduced complexity. We
used the proposed structure with M = 15 , and as a consequence, a Case 2 design. The overall filter length
is N =269, with the order of model filter N =143, masking filters having the order of N =63 each (we
used two masking filters). The magnitude responses of the synthesis filters are shown in Fig. 5.7, and the
resulting magnitude responses of the distortion and aliasing functions are shown in Fig. 5.8.
As a comparison, using instead a regular linear-phase FIR (conventional linear-phase FIR, M =I) filter,
the required order is estimated to be 1945, this order resulted from using haltband filters. However, if
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Figure 5.6: Magnitude responses of the Lowpass (top) and Highpass (bottom) of digital synthesis filters
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Figure 5.8: Magnitude responses of the distortion function (top) and aliasing function (bottom)
5.7 Proposed Hybrid Filter Banks for Two-Channel Hybrid Analog and Digital (HR
FRM) Class
This section introduces another class of two-channel NMPR HFB class with HR synthesis filter bank
utilizing FRM technique. It utilizes same analysis filter bank as the previous one in section 5.3 but uses HR
synthesis filters instead of FIR filter as in previous section. Utilizing HR filters instead of FIR is another
way of reducing the computational complexity.
A combination of a complementary filter pair and a properly designed pair of masking filters may result in
a digital filter with an arbitrary bandwidth. Let us first recapitulate on the concept of complementary HR
filter, (details given in section 5.2). Two HR filters are said to be power complementary if their square
magnitudes satisfy the relation
(5.34)
The complimentary filter pair is then obtained if the parallel connection of two all-pass networks is utilized.
The complementary filter pair G(z) and GcCz) can easily be represented as a sum or difference of two all-
pass functions as follows:
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(5.35)
where Go(z) and G)(z)are all-pass functions determined by the poles of G(z), the all-pass
implementation of the complementary filter pair is shown in Fig. 5.9. If G(z) is a lowpass filter, then Fig.




Figure 5.9: All-pass configuration of the power complementary HR filter pair
In the frequency-response masking (FRM) approach, the transfer function of the overall filter is given by
(see section 5.2 & 5.2)
(5.36)
where G(z) and Gc(z) are referred to as the model filter and complementary model filter, respectively.
The filters Gm (z) and Gme (z) are referred to as the masking filters which extract one or several passbands
of the periodic model filter G(zM) and periodic complementary model filter Ge(ZM). The structure of the
FRM technique for HR FRM is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. For a lowpass filter, typical magnitude responses for
the model, masking and overall filters, are as shown in Fig. 5.5. The transition band of H(z) can be chosen
to be one of the transition bands provided by either G(zM) or Gc (zM). The FRM technique was first
introduced as a means to reduce the arithmetic complexity of linear-phase FIR filters with narrow transition
bands. In this case, the model filters are power complementary IIR filters being realizable as a parallel
connection of two all-pass filters as in Fig. 5.4, whereas both Gm (z) and Gme (z) are either even or odd-
order linear-phase FIR filters of equal delays. These filters can be utilized directly to generate the synthesis
filters in the proposed filter bank scheme to be considered in the following section. Fig. 5.1 0 il1ustrates the
realization structure that implements the FRM expressed by equation (5.36)
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Figure 5.10: Block diagram of IIR filter synthesized utilizing the FRM technique
Then, the structure from Fig. 5.7 can be re-arranged in the following manner. Utilizing (5.35), the overall
transfer function (5.36) can be given as:
(5.37)
5.7.1 Analysis Filters
The transfer functions of the analysis filter are exactly the same as in 5.4, then letting the analog filters be
expressible as a sum and difference of two all-pass filters is not a severe restriction, since standard
approximations i.e. Elliptic, Chebyshev in odd-order case can be expressed in this way. In fact, all analog
filters with odd characteristics function can be written in this way. The transfer functions of the analysis
filter are exactly the same as in section 4.1. We consider the same equations from 4.8 till 4.11 for analysis
filter bank.
5.7.2 Synthesis Filters
In this subsection we present the case where the synthesis filters are synthesized using FRM based on
(5.37). It is necessary to first give the equation of the conventional case as shown is section 4.1. Since we
consider the NPMR HFB, the corresponding equations for Fig.5.8 are given as:
Go (e jWT ) = 2Fo(e
jWT
)
G] (e jWT ) = 2E; (e jWT )
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(5.40)
Instead of Go(e jruT ) as in (5.40), we synthesize this lowpass filter by replacing 2Fo(e
jruT
) of (5.40)
with (5.37), which can be written as
where
GlIRO (e)(VT) = H (e)(VT)
= G(e)(VMT )G
m
(e)WT) + Gc (e)WMT)Gme (e)(VT) (5.41)
are a periodic model filter and
complementary periodic model filter, respectively and Gm (e jruT ), and Gmc (e
jWT ) are masking filters.
Again, to obtain the highpass of GURO (e
jruT ) is very trivial because, we don't need to change the model
filter and complementary filter. We only change the masking filters, which were lowpass filters for
GURO(ejruT) i.e. in (5.41), wejust change Gm(ej(IJT) and Gmc(ej(IJT) to be highpass filters, then we end
up with a corresponding highpass filter to GURO (ej(IJT). Given the passband and stopband edges of the
model filter G(ejruT ), denoted here by wc.eT and ws.eT, respectively, ( see Fig. 5.4).






where (5.42) is for Case 1 design and (5.43) Case 2 design. The transition band of the model filter
G(ej(IJT) and complementary model filter Gc (e jWT ) always include Jr /2 since these filters are to be
approximately power complementary. Thus, it is practical to let the sum of the passband and stopband
edges for these filters as well as for the analysis and synthesis filters to be equal to Jr. This implies the
following:
(5.44)
In this work to be able to compare the different techniques, M and subfilters are selected here to satisfy
the same rules considered with FIR i.e.:
.:. M is an odd integer, since JrM /2 = 2Jrk ±Jr / 2. This gives M = k +1 and M = k -1 for
Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. This can easily be deduced from (5.42) and (5.43).
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·:. The model and its complementary filter, G(eJ{IJT),Gc(eJ{IJT) are even order Ne and
complementary HR filters, with Gc (eJ{IJT) being related to G(eJ(lJT) as Gc (z) =G(- z)
The maskina filters G (e}{IJT) and G (e}{IJT) can be of even order Ne and linear phase FIR
:;, In me In
filters or odd.
5.7.3 Distortion and Aliasing
With analysis and synthesis filters as given in (5.40) to (5.44) in the previous subsections, the distortion and
aliasing function can be exactly as in section 5.4. Where
Due to our class of filter bank, which is NPMR HFB, and taking (4.7) into consideration, we can consider
VOR(UJ) and ~R(UJ) instead of ~(jUJ) and ~(jUJ). This implies that if IVon(UJ)land I~R(UJ)I, say,
approximates one and zero, respectively, so do I~ (UJ)I and I~ (UJ)1· Therefore from (4.17), we obtain the
following
(5.45)
5.8 Filter Bank Design
5.8.1 Design of the Analog Analysis Filters
One of the ways of determining the requirements on Ho(jUJ) and HI (jUJ) in terms of frequency
selectivity, passband and stopband attenuations, is normally set by the desired ADC performance. Since
Ho (jUJ) and HI (jUJ) are designed by taking the sum and the difference of two stable all-pass filters
4,(s) and AJ(s) (as mentioned in previous subsection). It then suffices just to design either Ho(jUJ) or
H J(jUJ) . However, the chosen one must be designed in such a way that both filters satisfy their respective
requirements, i.e. a satisfying condition, which states that two filters Ho(jUJ) and H1(jUJ) should be
.
complementary filters, this means that the absolute sum of Ho(jUJ) and HJ(jUJ) frequency response
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equals one, according to the relation (4.20). Furthermore, since low filter order is of high priority, the filters
used in filter bank design are equiripple filters. For analysis filter bank, the specifications of Ho (j(j)) and
HI (j(j)) here are as in subsection 4.1.2 under design ofthe analog analysis filters.
5.8.2 Design of the Digital Synthesis Filters
In this work, again, instead of using linear programming (LP) and non-linear programming (NLP), we use
recently developed halfband filters to design GIJRO (e)ruT) and GIJR1 (e)ruT) , details of the design of these
Halfband filter is given in [53-62]. In this subsection we are using elliptic minimal Q factors (EMQF)
filters in FRM technique. There are several reason to consider EMQF filters:
.:. An EMQF filter exactly satisfies the passband and stopband relations required for model and
complementary filters [54, 56,61] .
•:. An EMQF transfer function can be efficiently implemented utilizing wave lattice digital filters
(WDF's), or generally, structures consisting of two all-pass networks in parallel [60].
.:. MultiplierIess HR filters can be designed using EMQF transfer functions and all-pass
implementations.
The limitations with the use of standard MATLAB functions like elIip.m come from the fact that, this
function is based on the Jacobi elliptic sn function given as follows in MATLAB, [sn,cn,dn)=eIlipj(U,M),
where M is a parameter 0 < M < I and U is a real argument. The function ellipj (U, M) is accurate to
eps = 2.220446049250313e-016 in MATLAB. Then for larger stopband attenuation ellipj.m returns an
error because some parameters may become too small in the optimization routines, and the argument U
becomes a complex number.
The passband ripple G(e JwT ) is the stopband ripple of GcCe)ruT) and vice versa, this is due to the fact
that they are power complementary. Furthermore, the frequency-response masking technique is based on
the power complementary filter pair. Another remarkable advantage of the EMQF transfer function is that,
it's an analytical solution for FRM technique for HR filters. Furthermore, it was shown in [60] that the most
sensitive coefficients in the lattice WDF can be directly controlled by filter parameters i e ({' {' a a), .. J p,Js' p' (l •
This way, a half of the multiplier coefficients can be implemented without quantization leaving the filter
characteristics strictly elliptic. The EQMF filters have two important properties [53]:
• The square magnitude response has equal ripples in the passband and stopband.
• The passband attenuation is very small.




1- 6e :::;; IG1JRO(e}WT)!:::;; 1+ 6e, OJT E [0, OJeT]
IG1JRO (e}WT)1 :::;; 65 , OJT E [ OJsT, 7Z" ]
(5.46)
with (j)eT and msT satisfying the frequency symmetry condition, i.e. mJ + m,T = 7r . Furthermore, the
magnitude of the distortion and aliasing is to meet
1- 60 :::;; IVOR(jOJ)!:::;; 1
-61 :::;; IViR(jOJ)I:::;; 61
To meet the above specifications, we then optimize G(e}(OT) as follows
1- 6e,G :::;; IG(e}WT)1 :::;; 1+ 6e,G' OJT E [ 0, OJe,GTJ




according to Fig. 5.4, and Gm (e}(OT) to meet the following criteria:
1- 0e,G
m
:::;; IGm(e}WT)1 :::;; 1+ 0e,G
m
' OJT E [ 0, OJe,G
m
T ]
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for Case 1 and Case 2 designs, respectively.
5.9 Design Example
In this section, we demonstrate by means of a design example the properties and advantages of the
proposed filter banks. This example considers the design of a two-channel NPMR filter bank with the HR
FRM synthesis filters. To design and optimize the HR synthesis filters synthesized using FRM technique,
we use a different approach, instead of using design approach available on MATLAB for designing and
optimizing FIR filters, we again use EMQF halfband filters as explained above under section titled Design
of the Digital Synthesis Filters. These halfband filters are more efficient than using standard ellip.m from
MATLAB and standard halfband filters available in MATLAB. We consider the following specifications:
stopband edges at UJs = 0.5011, / T and stopband attenuation t5s = 0.0 I , and transition width is ~ =0.002 ,
according to (5.46) to (5.50). In order to reduce the computational complexity, we optimized the model
filter and masking filters simultaneously. The orders of the HR masking filters are roughly inversely
proportional to their transition width. Therefore, as M increases (see (5.14) for M), the complexity of the
model filter decreases, roughly linearly with M whereas that of masking filters increases. Generally, the
trend is that the overall complexity will therefore reach a minimum for a certain value of M that need not
be M =I . Utilizing these filters, we thus obtain an increased speed as well as a reduced complexity. We
use the proposed structure with M =21 , and as a consequence, a Case 2 design. The overall filter length is
N =188, with the FIR masking filters of order N =90 each (note, we have two masking filters). With such
efficient EMQF halfband filters we obtained the magnitude response of synthesis filters as shown in Fig.
5.12. The orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials, yielding the lowest overall complexity,
turned out to be 9 for the lowpass filter and 8 for the highpass filter. The magnitude responses of the
synthesis filters are shown in Fig. 5.12, and the resulting magnitude responses of the distortion and aliasing
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Figure 5.11: Magnitude responses of the Lowpass (top) and Highpass (bottom) of digital synthesis filters
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Figure 5.13: Magnitude responses of the distortion function (top) and aliasing function (bottom)
As a comparison, using FIR masking filter instead, the required order is estimated to N = 188, this order
resulted from using a FIR masking filters. However, if HR masking filters are used other than FIR masking
filters, the required overall filter length becomes N = 27. With the orders of the numerator and
denominator polynomials (of model, and HR masking filters), yielding the lowest overall complexity,
turned out to be 9 for the lowpass filter and 8 for the highpass filter. The magnitude responses of the
synthesis filters are shown in Fig. 5.15 and the resulting magnitude responses of the distortion and aliasing
functions are shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Magnitude responses of the distortion function (top) and aliasing function (bottom)
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5.10 Summary
In our proposed system we considered from chapter 4 to chapter 5 the same specification(s), with the
exception of the parameter M , as clearly indicated in table 5.1. For M , there is no closed form analytic
expression for finding optimum M. However, a good choice can be obtained by estimating the filter
complexity for each M and then selecting M which corresponds to the lowest estimate. We found that for
our specifications, for FIR FRM the good choice can be obtained when M = 15, whereas for HR FRM ,
M=21 the distortion and aliasing for all cases listed in table 5.1, distortion is approximately one and
aliasing is approximately zero. From the table it is clear that FIR FRM case is the preferable case, since the
order of the conventional case was reduced from 1945 to 269. This is a huge improvement; this surely
shows that the FRM technique is effective and efficient.
Table 5.3: Summary of the results
TECHNIQUE ORDER OF THE ORDER OF MASKING OVERALL M
MODEL FILTER FILTERS EACH FILTER ORDER
Conventional FIR 1945 I
FIR FRM (with FIR 143 63 269 IS
masking Filters)
Conventional IIR 17 I
HR FRM (with FIR 9 90 188 21
masking filters)





This dissertation was concerned with the use of frequency-response masking technique in designing AID
converter for any industrial application that requires ADC that has very high performance, i.e. high
resolution (greater than l4-bits of resolution) at the same time attaining high sampling rate over 100 MSa/s.
In this dissertation, we use the specification that SDR imposes on AID conversion, which covers the worst
case scenario, but the designed ADC is not limited to SDR applications only, requirements imposed by
future wideband communication systems is inclusive. Moreover, this dissertation uses the concept of
asymmetric filter bank based techniques for alleviating mismatch errors in the proposed system, which is
CT HFB ADC. The filter banks are mainly used in our system to attenuate the aliasing introduced by
channel mismatch errors.
One of the main problems we encountered is that there exist very few papers dealing with CT HFB, for
instance there is only one paper that deals with NPMR filter bank system. This implies that it's quite
difficult to do comparisons for NPMR CT HFB system at the moment with other available systems, i.e. DT
HFB's. However, our system showed great potential, since we include the condition that was left out in the
available paper, which deals with NPMR CT HFB. The condition can be stated as follows: for HFB based
ADCs, the filters should have a sharp frequency response roll-off so that the transition regions are as
narrow as possible and maximum stopband attenuation. Hence minimum spurious free dynamic range
(SFDR) is achieved across as much of the band as possible. If this condition is left out, asymmetric HFB
will achieve reasonable results. But if it's embraced the synthesis filter bank complexity becomes too high
and sometimes unacceptably high. This implies that there is a need for good design procedures that will
reduce the complexity of synthesis filter bank, at the same time retaining low order for analysis filter bank.
In this dissertation, we combat the problem by using frequency-response masking technique to reduce the
complexity of the synthesis filters, which resulted due to the mentioned condition. The objective is then to
find good design procedures that wiII offer reasonable results, even in the case of filters having a sharp
frequency response roll-off. The work presented in this dissertation is only designated to continuous-time
hybrid analog/digital filter bank (CT-HFB).
The filter bank design is performed by first optimizing the analysis filters and then design, with the analysis
filters fixed, optimizing the digital synthesis filters. By designing the analysis and synthesis filters
separately, it is possible to obtain analysis filters of very low order and complexity.
In chapter I, we reviewed different available techniques for designing AID converters, gave details
(motivation) for doing this work, basic building blocks with terminology used in subsequent chapters, an
introduction to software radio stating the reason why we use the requirements on ADC imposed by
software radio applications. In chapter 2, the dissertation gives a thorough analysis of HFB ADCs that is
essential for understanding and designing hybrid filter banks, reason for giving such analysis is because
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there are very few publications on CT HFB. This analysis gives the correct frequency response expression
for CT HFBs. Distortion and aliasing is also investigated in this chapter.
In chapter 3, we focused on the design of Hybrid filter banks, but only dedicated on CT HFB ADC, we
investigated one of the fundamental aspects to the ADC performance, which is the noise (quantization) in
the filter bank based ADCs, comparing the case of the conventional case with the multirate filter bank
ADC. This has recently been done in [10], we extended that analysis for our case based on our
specifications, we focused on the numerical values for typical design for CT HFB, the spurious free
dynamic range was investigated in the presence of static gain and time-skew errors, the results showed that
our system achieves a better SFDR, this implies that as we consider the case where we use sharp frequency
response roll-off filters, the SFDR is improving. Therefore, we concluded that FRM technique is one of the
efficient techniques that produces filters with very sparse coefficients and so the resulting filter has very
low complexity and CT HFB ADC is one of the potential ADC for any application that requires high
performance ADC.
In this dissertation, five different classes ofnear perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR) continuous-time
Hybrid filter banks (CT HFBs) are proposed. In each of the five cases, two filter banks are designed;
analysis filter bank and synthesis filter bank. Since the systems are hybrid, continuous time HR filter are
used to implement the analysis filter bank and digital filters are used for the synthesis filter bank. To
optimize the system, we use a new technique, known as frequency response masking (FRM), to design the
synthesis filter bank. In this technique, the sharp roll-off characteristics can be achieved while keeping the
complexity of the filter within practical range, by splitting the filter into two filters in cascade; model filter
with relaxed roll-off characteristics followed by a masking filter.
One of the main factors controlling the overall complexity of the filter is the way of designing the model
filter and that of designing the masking filter.
In chapter 4 and 5, we focused on designing two-channels of eT HFB ADC, one with the FIR synthesis
filter bank and the other with the HR synthesis filters. The dissertation proposed three combinations: use of
HR model filter and HR masking filter, HR model filter/FIR masking filter and FIR model filterlFIR
masking filter (presented in chapter 5). To show the advantages of our designs, we consider the cases of
designing the synthesis filter as one filter, either FIR or HR. These two filters are used as basis for
comparison to our proposed designs (the use of masking response filter).
The results showed the following:
.:. Asymmetric hybrid filter banks alone are not sufficient for filters with sharp frequency response
roll-off, especially for HR/FIR class.
•:. All classes that utilize FRM in their synthesis filter banks gave a good performance in general as
compared to conventional classes, such as the reduction of the order of filters.
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.:. IIR/IIR FRM gave better perfonnance compared to HR/FIR FRM.
•:. Comparing HR/HR FRM using FIR masking filters and HR/HR FRM using HR masking filters,
the later gave better perfonnance (the perfonnance is in general measured in tenns of reduced
fi Iter order).
•:. All classes that use the FRM approach have a very low complexity, in tenns of reduced filter
order. Our target was to design a system with the following overall characteristics: pass band
ripple of -0.0 I dB, stop band minimum attenuation of - 40 dB and of response roll-off of 0.002.
Our calculations showed that the order of the conventional HR/FIR filter that achieves such
characteristics is about N =2000. Using the FRM technique, the order N reduced to
about N = 269, N = 188 for HR/FIR and HR/HR classes, respectively, this shows that the
technique is very effective in reducing the filter complexity.
•:. The magnitude distortion and the aliasing noise are calculated for each design proposal and
compared with the theoretical values. The comparisons show that all our proposals result in
approximately PMR (Perfect Magnitude Reconstruction).
In conclusion, we can say that our proposal of using frequency-response masking technique to design the
synthesis filter bank can reduce to a large extent the complexity of the system. The design ofthe system as
a whole is simplified by designing the synthesis filter bank separately from the design of the analysis filter
bank. In this case each bank is optimized separately. This implies that for SDR applications we are
proposing the use of the continuous-time HFB ADC (CT HFB ADC) structure utilizing FRM for digital
filters.
6. 1 Future Research Direction
Our research work or investigation and results throw open several interesting issues for future research. We
have shown that CT HFB ADC is one of the potential high perfonnance AID conversion techniques and is
possible to use it for any industrial application that requires high resolution and at the same time achieving
high sampling rate. We have shown that with sharp roll-off characteristics on filters better SFDR can be
achieved in the presence of static gain and time-skew errors. However, we need further research on coming
up with an efficient transfonnation to have more than two channels for CT HFB systems approximating
either PR or PMR. This problem is still difficult to combat but with diligent work on devising equivalent
transfonnation like cosine modulation which works perfectly for DT HFB systems but doesn't work for CT
HFB system approximating PR or PMR. Since CT HFB system uses analog and digital filters, unlike DT
HFB system which uses only discrete-time filters for both analysis and synthesis. Furthermore, efficient
design procedures are still needed for CT HFB systems in cases where only HR filters are used, i.e.
HR/HRFRM class with HR masking filters. Lastly, further work may include an analysis of the overall
responses for the analysis and synthesis filter bank pairs with and without frequency masking (part of this
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